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SANTA FE IS
to their station, a report giving any
comments, suggestions or criticisms
which they may desire to make re-
garding the maneuvers. ISi
REAL AND
SHAM BATTLES
Colonel Abbott ; Returned
Last Night From Maneu-
vers at San Diego
WILL DEBATE
THREE DAYS
New Mexico to Be Topic in
House Greater Part of
Next Week
onetting of the wounded in other bat-
tles of the revolution.
American Criminals Pour Into Juarez.
General Madero told an Associated
Press reporter today that many Amer-
ican criminals, pickpockets, and sus-
picious characters had gotten into
Juarez giving the impression that they
are insurrectos. He has therefore or-
dered,, he said, that American secret
service men be allowed to cross Into
Juarez and arrest any criminals whom
they know. Every effort, he said, is
being made to restore order.
Stores are being guarded closely.
V.
EI T
5 BUSY
Has Appealed to U. S. Sup-
reme Court in Fight For
Coal Lands
UNREASONABLE FREIGHT BATES
Interstate Commerce Will Inves-
tigate Charges as to Wool
and Hides.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, May 11. The
fight over probably the richest coal
lands in the world,- - was transferred
today lo the supreme court of the
United States when the government
docketed an appeal from the order of
the federal court oi Washington
quashing the "Stracey
Group" indictment. ,.
For Lower Freight Rates.
Washington, D. C, May 11. A
comprehensive investigation of alleg
ed unreasonable freight rates on wool.
hides and pelts from western points
of origin to eastern destinations was
ordered today by the Interstate Com
merce Commission. The Inquiry will
affect wool, hides anil elt rates
throughout the country.
Excessive Rates.
Washington, D. C, .May 11. The
investigation developed from com-
plaints filed by the National Wool
Growers Association xit:d the Oregon
railroad commission iagainst western
carriers, alleging th$t existing rales
on wool, hides and pelts wt exces-
sive, exhorbitant and dU':rimiiury.
The inquiry ordered is general in
scope, the points of origin bein,? in
the states west of the Missippi and
in Illinois, and the destination being
all wool and hide centers east of the
Missouri river,' to th.e Atlantic coast.
It will include the investigat.on of
the tariffs of the several hundred rail-
roads, particularlly of the transcon-
tinental carriers. No date has been
set for the beginning of the inquire.
STRIKE PREVENTS
UB50F LIFE
Only Few Men Were in
Larksville Colliery When
Fire Broke Out
FIVE OF THEM PERISHED
Had Full Force Been in Mine
Casualties Would Have
Been Frightful.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Wilkesbarre, Pa., ,.May 11. Five
miners lost their lives by suffocation
in the Boston mine at Larksville, near
here today.
A strike began at the colliery Tues-
day and only a few men were at "work.
Had the full force been engaged the
loss of life would have been appalling.
Fire broke out last night in the mine
but it is said to hava been gotten un-
der control. After midnight the odor
of smoke was detected and another
alarm was sounded.
Eleven men at work made their way
to the main gangway but were over- -
come by smoke. Rescue parties, at
tne risit ot tneir lives, entered ana
brought out as quickly as possible.
Several of the rescuers were over-
come by the smoke and one of them
was prostrated. He was rescued by
another rescuing party. ,
provides that an amendment may be
provided in either House of the leg-
islature, and that a majority of each
House voting separately shall cause
the amendment to be entered on the
respective journals with the yeas and
nays thereon. The amendment shall
be voted on at the next regular elec-
tion aftr the adjournment of the legis-
lature or at a special election to be
held not less than six months after
the adjournment of the legislature.
A majority of the electors voting at
such an election ratifies the amend-
ment without regard to the vote in
any different counties. Amendments
affecting the elective franchise or sec-
tions 8 and 10 of article 12, on educa-
tion, must be proposed by a three-fourth- s
vote of the members elected
to each House.
It is further provided that the
fifth clause of section two of the en-
abling act be amended so as to cut
out the language qualification so as
to read as follows: That said state
shall never enact any law restricting
or abridging the right of suffrage on
account of race, color or previous
condition of servitude. This cuts out
the safeguards for the Spanish speak-
ing people.
' Reciprocity Hearing.
Washington, May 11. The country
and city were arrayed against each
other today at the Canadian reciproci-
ty hearing before the senate finance
committee. The conflict was sharp.
Farmers from Minnesota and North
Dakota denounced the agreement as
iniquitous while members ot boards
of trades from cities along the inter-
national boundary indorse It unqualif-
iedly. , ,
POLITIC L
PUCEJ PEACE
Madero Wants 14 Governor-
ships and 4 Cabinet
Portfolios
JUAREZ IS THE REBEL CAPITAL
Colonel Rabago With Large Fed-
eral Army Is Marching From
Chihuahua.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Agua Prieta, Mex., May 11. Eighty
insurrectos commanded by Colonel
Santiago Camveros, the advance guard
of Girons force, arrived in Agua
Prieta early today, took possession of
the town and set up a temporary mili-
tary government. Armed guards were
stationed in the streets and at all the
municipal buildings. The internation-
al line was closed by the rebels, who
permit only persons with passes to
cross. The same regulation is in
force on the American side of the line.
Colonel Comveros crossed to Douglas
today and conferred with the rebel
Junta. Before night, a full set of pro
visional officers will be appointed to
take charge of the customs house,
postofnee and other departments of
government. Every effort will be di-
rected toward restoring normal con-
ditions under rebel control.
Next Big Battle at Naco.
Naco, Mex., May 11. The federal
army that evacuated Agua Prieta yes-
terday arrived here last night. It is
thought Del Rio will be their next
immediate objective point. At Del
Rio, the railroad from Cananea, forks,
one branch extending to Nogales and
the other to Xaco. it is possible that
the federal force may proceed to s
to keep open that important
port. If this is the purpose of the
federal commander, the next serious
battle probably will take place at
Nogales, which is separated from the
American town only by a street one
hundred feet wide. There is also a
probability that the feredals are hast-
ening to assist in the protection of
Hermosillo, reported in grave danger
of capture by the rebels. It is un-
likely, however, that the federals will
be permitted to reach Hermosillo with-
out engaging the numerous bands of
rebels scattered between Hermosillo
and the border.
Rebels Mostly Americans.
Tia Juana, Lower California, May
11. Conditions in Tia Juana- are near
ly normal this morning exeept for the
presence of the unusual number of
heavily armed men, nine-tenth- s of
whom are Americans.
As far as known, there is no federal
force near enough to Tia Juana to
cause alarm,
Preparing for Trouble at Embassy.
Mexico City, May 11. The members
of the diplomatic corps, resident in
Mexico City, today met in the United
States embassy, upon invitation of
Henry Wilson, the U. S. ambassador,;
to plan concerted action for the pro-
tection of aliens in the event that
the situation in the capital reaches a
stage necessitating the taking of
measures to defend themselves.
Yaqui Uprising.
Douglas, Ariz., May 11. The rising
of the Yaqui Indians has furnished a
new and disturbing element in the
acute situation in Sonora. Prominent
Americans who arrive from Guaymas
brought meager details. The Indians
captured. Ortiz, looting the stores and
pouring liquors into the streets.
Juarez the Rebel Capital.
Juarez, Mex., May It. Comfortably
j
odgeu ln tneir new provisional capi- -
tal, the taking of which, the rebels
declare, wlll make prospects of rec-
ognition by .foreign powers much
brighter, rebel political leaders today
were conferring With General Madero
and revising the demands made be-
fore the battle. ', They are strengthen-
ing them somewhat and will" continue
to Insist on a real participation in
governmental affairs" and such privil-
eges as the naming, of men from their
party for governors in fourteen
states and four portfolios in the cabi-
net. The attitude v of the rebels on
the question of the resignation . of
President Diaz hardly has crystallized
yet. Dr. Vasquez Gomez, one of the
rebel peace commissioners, declared
today it still was the paramount ques-
tion. With reference to the conten-
tion of the government that the
in the Madero ranks pro-
voked the attack on Juarez and that
General Madero is not in control of
his soldiers, the rebels charge trick-
ery on the part of the government to
disseminate the opinion that a state
of anarchy is prevalent in the repub-
lic and that therefore i would be fatal
for Diaz to abdicate. The insurrec-
tos are determined not only to hold
Juarez but to prevent a fight in this
vicinity If possible. Plans were being
laid today for a force of several hun-
dred men to- march south to meet
Colonel Rabago, the federal leader re-
ported on his way here from Chihua-
hua with a good sized army..
General Navarro Paroled.
The town was quiet early today.
The inhabitants slept peacefully In
their-- homes while insurrecto sentries
guarded the town. General ,Navarro,
who was paroled with his officers last:
night, spent the night in the same
house with General Madero. Though
the federal commander now has been
given the liberty of the city, he does
not deem It safe to be seen much
about town because there are said to
be several insurrectos who cherUb. a
grudge against him for alleged bay--
By command of the governor:
A. S. BROOKES,
Adjutant General.
Appointments.
First Lieutenant Charles E. Kunz is
relieved from duty with Company G,
1st infantry and transferred , to the
unassigned list. '.''"' 5
The following appointment, subject
to examination, in the National Guard
of New Mexico, is announced, to date
from today: M. G. Browne of Albu
querque, to be 1st lieutenant, vice
Kunz transferred to unassigned list.
Lieutenant Browne is assigned to
duty with Company G, 1st infantry,
and will report in person to Captain
Brogan for duty.
QUIET DAY ON STOCKS
AND PRODUCE MARKETS.
Wheat Showed Considerable Advance
on Unfavorable Reports From
Russia and India.
New York, N. Y., May 11. Trading
in stocks almost ceased this morning
after the opening business has been
disposed of. Price changes were
meaningless. Bonds were steady.
Trading showed a little more life for
a time after Wd-aay- , Reading, Union
Pacific and United States steel all
scored good fractional gains but
prices afterwards went oft a trifle.
Extensive order purchases of U. S.
steel carried it up 1 l-- t aDov yester-
day's final prices. The upward trend
of prices, was maintained to the close
which was strong. ,
Wheat Is Soaring.
Chicago, 111., May 11 Unfavorable
reports from Russia, India and Argen-
tine, gave a lift today to the wheat
market here. Insect damage was
also mentioned as being serious.
Opening prices were a shade to 8
'cents higher. Witn offerings light.
and demand good, corn showed quite
a bit of strength. Oats were firm
but unusually slow. Better prices for
hogs helped the provision market.
Strength at foreign centers led to an
additional advance in wheat in Chica-
go". .The close was steady.
Corn was speculative buying and
carried the corn market higher. The
close was steady.
D. ai g. TRAIN
IS WRECKED
The Chair and Tourist Cars
Plunge Into Eagle River
Near Glenwood
WOMAN DEAD INJURED 27
Mrs. Catherine J. Martin of
Albany, New York,
Is Drowned.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Glenwood Springs, Colo., May 11.
Spreading rails caused a .. Kio
Grande passenger train to leave the
track at Res last night, causing the
death ot Mrs. Catherine J. Martin of
Albany, N. Y., who was drowned,
and the injury of 27 others, three ser-
iously. The chair car and the tourist
sleeper broke from the traiji and the
lower ends plunged into the Eagle
river.
POLICEMAN MAKES MONKEY
OF MILLIONAIRE'S SON.
Was No Respecter of Person or Mon-
ey and Pulled in Violator of
Speed Ordinance.
New York, May 11. Alan Ryan, 'son
of Thomas Fortune Ryan, let it be
known In the North Bergen police sta
tion, that he is not "Alan" to a plain
policemam Ryan. Anthony X Drexel,
Jr., and August Tschirky, an automo
bile manufacturer, were to be arraign
ed for exceeding the speed limit in
their cars.
Ryan, with Tschirky, was arrested
on, the Hudson county bonlevard Sun-
day night. When they came for ar--
rignment befoae Recorder George Me- -
dino they were accompanied by friends
who traveled in several automobiles.
As Ryan entered the police station,
Motorcycle Policeman Hugo Scbroed-er- ,
who arrested Drexel Tuesday af-
ternoon, laughed and said:
"Well, Alan, we have the goods on
you this time."
- Alan Flames With Anger.
"Do you know my other name?"
said Ryan, his face flaming with anger.
I know your other name
Alan," laughed Schroeder.
"Well, call me by it," commanded
Ryan. :..., ' .: '
"I can do that, too, Ryan," Schroed-
er continued to laugh.'
This last was too much for Ryan.
Be made as though he were going to
attack Schroeder, but the policeman
only laughed the more. v
"You know how to address a gentle-
man, and if you address me in that
familiar way again, there'll be trouble
light here," said Ryan.
Called Down By Officer.;
' This riled Schroeder and he bound-
ed front his chair, remarking:
"Now l want to say a few things to
you, young fellow, young Alan, young
Ryan or whatever you prefer to be
called. You called me Schroeder when
you came into this station house. If
you think because your daddy happens
(Continued on Page 8.)
or
Will Entertain More Tourists
This Summer Than
Ever Before
GOOD PLANS FOR FUTURE
Chamber Commerce Holds Well
Attended and Enthu-
siastic Meeting.
The special meeting or the Cham- -
her of Commerce "last evening was
well attended and enthuisastice. How
nthusiastic, was manifest from the
fact that $100 were subscribed right
then and there, toward putting the
road to the Rito de los Frijoles in
good shape, and $395 toward the
Fourth of July celebration, the scope
o:' which was explained by W. Frank
Owen, chairman of the finance com-
mittee who will shortly make the
rounds with the subscription list.
President Samuel G. Cartwright
was in the chair and Secretary C. G.
Richie and Treasurer H. S. Kauue
were present.
A resolution was adopted asking
the , railroad companies to give the
city and the county as low or a low-
er rate on road making machinery
from Racine, Wisconsin, than El PaSo,
300 miles further away is given, the
El Paso rate being $1.04 per hundred,
while the Santa Fe rate is $1.31 per
hundred.
Dr. Edgar L. Hewett presented the
cause for which the meeting was
called, that of putting up to the citi-
zens of Santa Fe the great opportuni-
ties that this tourist season presents to
Santa Fe. Dr. Hewett dwelt on the
free advertising worth thousands of
dolars that had been given Santa Fe
lately through magazines, through
scientific publications and otherwise,
and the fact that it is the cliff dwel-ing- s
and the School of Archaeology
that are the direct and indirect mo-
tives of this free publicity given by
renowned writers In leading maga-
zines where it reaches millions of
readers. He predicted that Santa Fe
would receive as many visitors as it
could possibly accomodate this sea-
son, and that there is practically no
limit to the number it might receive
through well planned publicity and if
the proper accommodations were pro-
vided here. He spoke of the summer
school in the rtito de los Frijoles as
the nucleus for a Chautauqua move-
ment that would overshadow other
Chautauqua, as it presented features
that were absolutely unique and very
attractive. From the scientific'stand-poin- t
and that of the School of Amer-
ican Archaeology, there is no object
in Increasing the attendance of th
summer school, for as many were
here last year already as could be ac-
commodated, but there can be no ob-
jection to the people of Santa Fe
building on this foundation and mak
ing a big and popular thing of it. The
services of the staff of the School of
Archaeology would be given free of
charge and that would cut expenses
in half. Santa Fe already has receiv-
ed abundant publicity and the speci-
fic advertising needed would amount
to only a few hundred dollars. A pri-
vate corporation should be organized
to bui,d a tent city in the Rito and
first of all a road should be construct-
ed so that the trip to the Rito could
be made easily in automobile for oth-
er vehicles. Mr. Hewett applauded
the idea of a De Vargas pageant and
amplified it with the suggestion of a
spectacular week in the Rito with
caves illuminated and the civilization
of the clirt dwellers reproduced in
vivid drama.
Mr. Hewett was tipplauded and his
suggestions met with ready approval.
The financial rock alone, loomed for-
midably in the way of development
along the lines proposed.
It was shown that the official folil
er of the National Educational associ-
ation of the Santa Fe railroad just is-
sued and which will be placed in the
hands of the thousands that will trav-
el to the coast this summer, has an
advertisement of the free side trip
from Lamy to Santa Fe. It was also
reported that Colonel R. E. Twitchell
nnd the Santa Fe had in preparation
a fine, illustrated folder devoted en-
tirely to the attractions of the city
of Santa Fe. There were other
which indicated that Santa Fe
would have the biggest tourist sea-
son in its experience and L. A.
Hughes declared that Santa Fe shoum
even now prepare for the even ?reat-e- ;
rush westward in 1915 during the
Panama exposition.
$100 for Road. ,
A subscription taken at that point
realized $100 to repair the road to
the RUo de los Frijoles. To this, it
is expected, that the board of county
cemmissioners will add $100. and the
Good Roads Commission Aill double
the sum making $400 available, to
place the road in condition for travel
this summer. W. Frank Owen, chain
i man of the road committee, will make
a trip ever the road ne-c- t week p.nd
will then ask Warden Cleofes to give
him sufucient number of convicts to
build a short cut in tho Water 'Can-
on and to drag all the hlsh centers
in the load.
The matter of providing accommo-
dations to visitors in the Rito was
left for the regular meeting cf the
Chamber of Commerce naxt Tuesday
(Continued on Page 8.)
TWO WEEKS OF INSTRUCTION
IJoth Territories and Five States
Sent Officials To Cali-
fornia.
Governor Mills has appointed
Charles M. Marshall of Chama, Rio
Arriba county, a notary public.
Held For Grand Jury.
Francisco Martinez was held tor
he action of the grand iury by Jus-
tice Garcia yesterday on the charge
of stealing, cattle. Martinez's arrest
is said to be due to the activity of E.
E. Van Horn of the Cattle Sanitary
Board and Mr. Van Horn was here
yesterday to testify against him.
For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has received the following sums for
this treasury: Celso Lopez, treasurer
of Santa Fe county, $85.86; Jose y
Torres, of Socorro county, $1347.27;
Jackson Agee of Grant county, $570
01; Chris Raithel of Luna county,
$79.35: B. J. Keagan of Roosevelt
county, $394.57.
Land Entries.
The following were the land en-
tries at the local land office yester
day: Guilford E. Dudley, Cuervo; Jos
eph T. Hamilton, Negra; John T. Mc
Kenzie, Santa Rosa; Frank Koenig,
Farmington; Francisco Nepa, Galis-teo- ;
Abran MirabaL Punta; Max Sis-
neros, Cuervo; Marcelino Ortiz, Vllla- -
mera; Esau B. Lopez, Tajique; Theo
dore S. Jordan. Karens, Tex.; Iva
Freeman, City.
Commissioners Busy.
The boundary commissioners ap-
pointed by congress to survey the Texas--
New Mexico boundary which was
so well discussed in the recent con
gressional convention, have arrived
at Texico, Curry county and will be
busily engaged in their work. It is
not thought likely that they will visit
this part of the country after their
'
work is over but will likely return at
once to Washington to make, their re
port. .
Traveling in Buggy.
The Albuquerque Herald says: "Ter
ritorial Engineer C. D. Miller left this
morning for El Paso via the Camino
scenic route, for which he has been a
,continual ,booster since the inception
of the scheme. Driving a light buggy
Mr.. Miller has journeyed from Raton
to this point, spreading enthusiasm
for the project. His route will run
through Belen, Los Lunas, Socorro
San Antonio and on to El Paso. Valeu
cia county is Interested in the road,
he said, and Sandoval county is begin
ning to take Interest in the project. I
have no doubt that the southern coun
ties will take it up, and then we may
see the completion of something very
fine in the way of a highway in a
hort time. The work being done by
Bernalillo is among the most substan
tial along the route, and nothing bet
ter could be asked for the New Mexico
highway."
Back From California.
Colonel E. C. Abbott has returned
from California where he witnessed
sham and real battle. The sham bat
tles were the maneuvers of the Unit
ed States troops and the real battle
was that of Tia Juana between the
federal and rebel troops of Mexico.
Colonel Abbott said today: "There
were 30 officers of the national guard
of Colorado, Wyoming, Montana,
Washington, Oregon, New Mexico and
Arizona, and for two weeks we ' re-
ceived military instruction. The man-
euvers were of 'great Interest and I
think the trip was a very instructive
one. " '.
"We were stationed near San
Diego and we could see no less than
20 war vessels, several of them first
class. This was a very impressive
sight."
Colonel Abbott was a caller this
morning at the office of Adjutant Gen-
eral A. S. Brookes, who listened with
interest to the details of the trip.
Wants Reports.
The following letter has been re-
ceived from the Division of Military
Affairs, War Department, and is pub-
lished for the information and guid-
ance of all concerned:
War Department, Division ot Militia
Affair. Washington, May 3, 1911.
The Adjutant General, Territory of
New Mexico, Santa Fe. ;
Sir-I-n connection with the attend-
ance of officers of the organized mili-
tia at the manuever camps at 'San
Antonio, Texas, and San Diego, Cali-
fornia, it is believed that any reports
submitted by them-wil- l contain much
information in the way of comments,
suggestions and criticisms that would
be of value to the regular army and
particularly' to this office.
I am directed by the secretary of
war to request, . therefore, that, if.
agreeable, these reports or copies
thereof be forwarded to the chief, di-
vision of militia affairs. All reports
will be held confidential and original
copies will be returned it desired.
Very respectfully,
; R. K. EVANS,
Brigadier General; U. S. A., Assistant
to the Chief of Staff, Chief of Divl-sio-
All officers who have attended, orl
who may hereafter attend joint man-
euvers at San Antonio; Texas, or San
Diego, California, will submit to this
office immediately after their return'
VOTE PROBABLE ON FRIDAY
Senator Stone Is Less Belligerent
Since Rebels Won Battle
of Juarez.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington,. D. C, May 11. When
the House resumes its sittings tomor--:
row there will be submitted the rw
port of the committee on territories
recommending statehood for Arizona
and New Mexico,, after the people of
the territories have voted on the pro-
posed constitutional amendments.
Adjournment until Monday then
will be taken and statehood will be
called up Tuesday to be debated three
days. The minority membership of
the committee will submit a report
urging that New Mexico be admitted
without the requirement of voting
on an amendment. The vote is to be
taken on Friday of next week.
The Senate convened this after-
noon, direct election of senators be-
ing the unfinished business.
Special to The New Mexican.
Will Never Reach the President.
Washington, May 11. Before the
house committe on territories.
Chairman Flood to Delegate An-
drews: "Will you consent to the house
committee amendments to the New
Mexico constitution?"
Andrews: "I am opposed to any
amendment to tha constitution adopt
ed by 18,000 majority. Don't overlook
the fact that New Mexico is in the
union. The president has approved
its constitution!".
Chairman Flood: "Do you think
the president will approve the house
committee amendment to the New
Mexico constitution?"
Andrews: "I most assuredly do not.
You have the votes to pass it through
this committee. Possibly you have
the votes to pass it through the house.
But it will never reach the president
as adopted by this committee."
Gum Shoe Bill Simmers Down.
Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, May" 11. Sen-
ator Stone of Missouri, who on Tues-
day in a speech in the Senate de-
clared that States would
intervene in Mexico, said today at the
White House that the victory of the,
insurrectos at Juarez and the move-
ment of the federal troops toward the
interior had relieved the embarrass-
ment and removed the immediate ne-
cessity for intervention. Mr. Stone
said that so long as the factions kept
away from the border they should be
allowed to fight the war out.
The Majority Resolution.
Washington, D. C, May 11. The
majority statehood resolution, which
will be reported to the House tomor-
row, reads as follows:
"Resolved, by the Senate and the
House of Representatives of the
United States of America in con-
gress assembled, that the territories
of New Mexico and Arizona are here-
by admitted into the Union upon an
equal footing with original states in
accordance with the terms ot the en
abling act upon the terms and condi-
tions hereinafter set forth. The ad-
mission herein provided for shall take
effect upon the proclamation of the
president of the United States' when
the conditions explicitly set forth in
this joint .resolution shall have been
complied with, which proclamation
shall issue at the earliest practicable
time after the results of the election
herein provided for shall have been
certified: to the president, and also
after evidence .Bhall have bee i sub-
mitted to him of the compliance with
the terms and conditions of this res-
olution. '
"The president is authorized and
directed to certify the adoption of
this resolution to the- governor of
each territory as soon as practicable
after the adoption hereaf, and each
of said governors shall issue his
proclamation for the noldtng of the
first general election us provided for
!ri the constitutions respectively here-
tofore adopted by eacn territory and
for the submission n a vote of the
electors of said tern ories of the
amendments of the constitutions of
said states respectively herein set
forth in accordance with the terms
and conditions of this joint resolution.
'The results of said election shall be
certified to the president by the gov-
ernor of each of the territories If the
terms and conditions of this joint
resolution shall have been complied
with, the proclamation shall immedi-
ately issue by the president announc-
ing the result of said elections so as-
certained, and upon the issuance of
said proclamation, the proposed states
shall be deemed admitted by congress
into the Union on an equal footing
with the other slates.
'"Before the proclamation of the
president shall issue announcing the
result of said election tn New Mexi-
co, and at the same time ' that ; the
state election aforesaid is held, the
lectors of New Mexico shall vote up.
on the following proposed amendment
to their state constitution as a condi-
tion precedent to the admission of
said state,
Here follows the amendment pro-
posed which is substituted for section
XIX of the present constitution. This
In front of each sits an insurrecto, his j
rifle by his side, but his black eyes i
peering from under his sombrero at I
all loiterers. Saloons are closed and i
most of the liquor has been destroyed.
Saved Federals From Terrible Fate.
The federal officers today are loud
in their praises of the treatment they
are receiving at the hands of the in- -'
surrectos. j
Many people thiuK General Navarro
never should have surrendered, but ;
one look at the emaciated, exhausted
soldiers, their throats parched from
hunger and thirst, was convincing i
proofs to the federal commander that '
he was saving his meu from a terrible
fate. The insurrectos cut off the
water supply early in the fight and
took away all provisions, as they
made their way to the federal strong-
holds. The federals had made no
preparations for a siege within their
own town.
Orozco Was Sore.
General Pasquel Orozco, commander
of the rebel forces, had blood in his
eyes today as he stood for a time
at the international bridge and re-
fused to permit any one from El Paso
to cross into Juarez, even though they
had passes from Colonel Stever
through the American lines. It ap-
pears that General Orozco and his
staff last night were invited to a ban-
quet by Mayor Kelly of Kl Paso and
the American troops would not per-
mit Orozco and his officers to cross.
Colonel Stever Upheld.
Washington, May 11. The course of
Colonel Stever in preventing General
Orozco and other insurrectos from
crossing to the United States side to
attend a social function in El Paso is
approved by the war department as
representing its roUw at the present
time. Neither federals nor insurrectos
it is pointed out. have so far been per-
mitted to cross except to surrender.
Conservatives Advise Peace.
The rebels already have about ?M
men at Casas Grandes and probably
will oien fire on Rabago when he ar-
rives therel
Though the revolutionists are flush
ed with victory, and some of them
are eager to pursue the fight with in-
creasing vigor throughout Mexico)
till the capital of the republic shall
have fallen, conservative rebel lead-
ers are hoping that the bloody bat-
tle of Juarez will be the last chapter
ot the military side of the revolution.
Having demonstrated their strength
in the field, they now wish to turn
i their attention to the argument of
words and public opinion. The insur-
rectos today are the conquerors in a
town which is the most important
capture of the revolution, not only
because of the fact that it is a port
of entry to the United States and the
insurrectos believe that in the next
24 hours food and supplies will be
crossing the line to them unmolested,
but because they are now in posses-
sion of about 450,000 rounds of am-
munition, several machine gun3 and
field pieces, about 700 Mauser rifles
and enough ammunition belts and
other war-lik- e sundries to wage fur-
ious war-far- e for some time to come.
Latin American Commends Taft.
Washington, D. C ..May 11. Presi-
dent Taffs policy of
in Mexico is already beirin fruit.
Director General John Barreu of the
n Union, who is closely
in touch with Latin-America-
told the presidant today he had
received hundreds of ietters from
Americans, foreigners and Mexicans
in Mexico, commending the Taft 1:1- -
jkv ot hands oft- -
Help From United States.
Washington, D. C, May 11. Food
and medical supplies and other ma
terials needed by the people of JuareJ
will be permitted to cross the Inter-
national bridges at El Paso. In-
structions from the Secretary of War
to that effect probably will go farward
to Colonel Stever during the day.
United States Consul Edwards at
Juarez reported to the state depart-
ment today that he had been consid
erately treated by both federals and
insurrectos during the siege. Thank-
ing President Taft for his firm stand
against intervention in Mexico, a tel
egram signed by Methodist mission-
ary Butler, Presbyterian Missionary
Vanderbilt and Baptist Missionary
Brewer, in Mexico City, was received
in White House today. "Foreigners
and natives whom we meet through-
out the country are equally grateful"
concluded the message.
Funeral of Tamborel.
Juarez, Mex., May 11. The insur-
rectos today did -- honor to the mem-
ory of Colone ITamDorel, ' federal
leader, killed in the fighting, by es-
corting his body to a cemetery and
sounding taps over his grave. At the
head of the procession was a member
of Tamborel s staff, who was given
back' his rifle for his last ride with
his chief. Tamborel ( whose taunts
the insurrectos declare started the
fight that resulted in the capture of
Juarez, was wounded twice and cap-
tured and rescued before he met
death. Fighting in the trenches the
first day, he received a scalp wound
and a wound in the leg.: Captured by
insurrectos in one of their mad rusn-es- ,
he was a few minutes
later by a desperate sortie. hen, in
(Continued on Page Eight)
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IF I HAD ECZEMA.
I'd wash it away with that mild
soothing liquid D. D. D. Trial bottle,
25c. Relieves all kinds of skin trou-
ble, cleansing away the impurities
and clearing up the complexion as
nothing else can.
Yes. If I had any kind of skin trou
ble I'D USE D. D. D.
Sold by Capital Pharmacy.
the medical board, yesterday filed his
papers with Probate Clerk Walker
and proposes to locate in Albuquer-
que.
Planted 10,000 Trees.
More than 10,000 trees have been
set out this spring in the Zuni and
Manzano forests. In the Zuni dis-
trict 5,250 yellow pine were set out
while in the Manzanos, Douglas fir
was set out. In addition 35 acres in
the Manzano forest have been seeded
to Douglas fir and yellow pine.
SEMI BROS. CO.
The highest point of woman's hap-
piness is reached only through moth-
erhood, in the clasping of her child
within her arms. Yet the mother-to-b- e
is often fearful of nature's ordeal
and shrinks from the suffering inci-
dent to its consummation. But for
nature's ills and discomforts nature
provides remedies, and in Mother's
Friend is to be found a medicine of
great value to every expectant mother.
It is an oily emulsion for external
KEEP YOUR GRIT.
Hang on! Cling on! No matter what
they say.
Push on! Sing on! Things will
DENVER BREAD
"The Best I Know In Every Loaf"
TRY IT
come your way.
Sitting down and whining never helps
a bit;
Best way to get there is to keep up
your grit.
application, composed of ingredients I
which act with beneficial and sooth- - j
ing effect on those portions of the
system involved It is intended to
Knights of Columbus Officers.
The New Mexico Council of Knights
of Columbus has elected O. N. Mar-ro-
state deputy; F. E. Wood, state
secretary; Dr. W. R, Tipton, state
treasurer; E. R. Streicher, state ad-
vocate; T. A. Murphy, state warden;
Rev. A. Rabeyrolle, state chaplain
Las Vegas was selected as the place
for the next state convention.
Puritan Art Draperies
THE NEWEST MATERIALS FOR DECORATING
YOUR HOME
Don't give up hoping when the ship prepare the system for the crisis, and
thus relieve, in great part, the suffer-
ing through which the mother usually
passes. The regular use of Mother's
Friend will repay any mother in the
comfort it affords before, and the help-
ful restoration to health and strength
it brings about after baby comes.
Mother's Friend
j j jGROCERY GO.Ill Las Cruces Votes Bonds for SewerSystem.The progressive citizens of Las
Cruces voted 13 to 1 on Tuesday in
goes down;
Grab a spar or something Just re-
fuse to drown.
Don't think you're dying just because
you're hit,
Smile in face of danger and hang
to your grit.
Folks dies too easy they sort of fade
away ;
Make a little error and give up in
dismay.
Kind of man that's needed is the
man of ready wit,
To laugh at pain and trouble and
keep his grit.
J. E. Thayer in New York Times.
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES.
Duplex Scrim
Radium Cloth
Duplex Calais
English Taffeta
Denim
Curtains
Vienna Silkoline
Dundee Burlap
Geneva Cloth
Corona Cloth
Dimity Cloth
Carpets Rugs
is for sale at
drug stores.Write for our
free book for
exnectant moth
favor of the $75,000 bond issue for an
water works and a sewage
system. There were 130 votes cast for
the water system, 129 votes cast for
the sewage system and 9 votes cast
ers which contains much valuable
information, and many suggestions
of a helpful nature.
BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta, Co.
against each. The bond issue calls for
$35,000 to be used for the sewage
system and $40,000 for the water
works. FOR HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING DRY GOODS HOUSE IN THE CITY
Woman Assaulted in Las Vegas Saloon in tie attractive mission style and we
Mrs. Anderson Taylor who was as- - j believe .we have selected as nearlyTHE STATE saulted in the Cabinet saloon at Las a perfect a type of out door home ash nnuui P. O. Box 219
6 Loaves of Bread for 25c
EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
FRESH EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS CAKES
LOUIS NAPOLEON
Groceries and Delicatessen
PHONE 191 BLACK
Phone No. 36 $
t
Vegas, is reported to be in a serious could be devised."
condition. Her face is badly swollen Mr winiamson has already spent
and she is unable to use her right'. ,Fined for Gun Toting.Tne P.rnv was nrrpstflrt at Pnawell ....
.,.Mra u.,.The woman needs medical" f pects to spend a great deal more. Iti j i i i .. ...... . . i. ,;n that such a scheme asleiiuaiice, uul n is unstri icu, uc 10 wj jg believed
' this will fill a long felt want, andaoie 10 secure n ior iacK oi iuuus.Though the man charged with assault that this will be the foundation of a
for carrying a gun and was fined $50
and costs.
Broken Drawbar Delays Ten.
Santa Fe train No. 10, due yester-da- y
noon, did not arrive .until last
evening. A broken drawbar had de-
layed the train. i
mountain health seekers' colony
which will grow to large proportions.
ing her was released after a hearing:
in justice court her husband says he:
will make complaint before the dis-- j
trict attorney and have the case' WOMAN TEACHER MUST HAVE
$1240 A YEAR TO LIVE.brought before the attention of the
grand jury.The Simplest and
Most Compact Gasoline Engine Ever
Constructed. Its small but extremely powerful, makes
a power pumping plant out of any windmill pump. MOUNTAIN HEALTH SEEKERS'COLONY AT G LOR I ETA.
Marriage License Issued.
A license to marry was at Albu-
querque granted to Winifred Olive
Ledbetter and Earl Frederick Sleeper
Boston, May 11. A single woman
teacher cannot live properly on less
than $1,240 a year, but an unmarried
man teacher can live comfortably on
$838, according to statistics furnished
by Miss M. A. Fraser and Professor E.
Charlton Black, both Boston teachers.
both of Albuquerque. Only Eighteen Miles From Santa Fe
It Will Be Eventually Tributary
to This City.
ANY BOY
CAN RUN
THIS
ENGINE.
Judge Bolton is Dead,
Judge E. A. Bolton died at Ros- -
A health seekers' colony of at least This argument is made in support ofwell. He was aged 55 years and in
terment will take place at Conway, Ar 20 cottages is the enterprise being the Boston woman teachers' conten-worke- d
out by George Williamson of j tion that they should receive the samekansas, his former home.
uioneta on tne Dig vvnnamson rancn pay as men,
We guarantee the Farm Pump Engine with reasonable care
to run without trouble or bother as long as kept properly
lubricated and supplied with clean gasoline.
Price $70.00 fob Madison, Wis.
We can furnish any horse power engine required for your
work. For sale by
FRANK F. GORMLEY, Santa Fe, N. M.
Suit Cases Recovered.
Two heavy suit cases, with $300
plunder taken from tha Kahn store
at Albuquerque have been recovered
from the burglars arrested at Las
$100 Reward $100.
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
of 4G0 acres, at the foot of Gloneta
mountain. Mr. Williamson reports
two of the model cottages completed
while work will progress steadily on
the others as the demand grows.
Mr. Wiliamson's plan is a most at-
tractive on; to furnish comfortable
and cheap homes at a reasonable ren-
tal with all the conveniences of a city
immediately available. Meat, ice,
eggs and other commodities are to
one dreaded disease tnat science
has been able to cure in all its
stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall's
Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure
Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
Patient Escapes.
Jose TJlibarri, a patient at the New
Mexico asylum for ,the insane at Las
Vegas, escaped from the institution
but was captured a few hours after
requires a constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal
ly, acting directly upon the blood andWHOLESALE k RETAIL be shipped in and delivered to orderat the doors of ,,the cottagers. Run
ning water is to be piped to each
cottage, and the" purest mountain wa
ter at that. The location is ideal,
wards.
Land Suit in Federal Court.
Mack Highfill of Union county, is
on trial in federal court at Las Vegas,
the government seeking to cancel a
desert entry on which Highfill secur-
ed a patent.
the main entrance to the ranch prop
"TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE AND YOU'LL LAND ANY
FISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT.
WE DO NOT "BAIT" CUSTOMERS BY 8ELLING THEM THINGS
THEY KNOW SOMETHING A BOUT AT A VERY LOW PRICE, AND
THEN GETTING VERY HIGH PRICES ON THINGS THEY DON'T
KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT.
WE WANT YOUR TRADE ON LY BECAUSE WE DESERVE IT.
Wood-Davi- s Hardware
erty being right at Glorieta while theFlour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
mucous surfaces of the system, there-
by destroying the foundation of the
disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitu-
tion and assisting nature in doing
its work. The proprietors have so
much faith in its curative powers
that they offer One Hundred Dollars
for-- any case that it fails to cure.
Send for list of testimonials. Address
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
cottages will be within 20 minutes
walk of the railroad station. The
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
scenery is magnificent with the Pe-
cos river and its splendid mountains,
fishing and hunting right at the door.
"These cottages are positively the
last word in tent houses,"' said Mr.
If Its Hardware We Have it. Phone 14Phone 14.
Williamson yesterday. "The lumber
Home Burned to Ground.
The three room residence of Rob-
ert Crawford, near the R. P. Bean
place, two and one half miles south-
east of Roswell was completely de-
stroyed by fire.
New Minister for Raton.
Rev. J. B. Torres has been trans-
ferred from the. Raton Spanish Pres-
byterian church to Tucumcari, and
is finished and painted, the construc
tion is the best possible, and the roof WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL
Phone Black
45 oalPhone Black45 LEO HERSCH of each house is a canvas fly with air Wood
Lump
space and a cedar shingled roof over-
head for protection in case of rain.
They are to have every modern con
RATON
YANKEES
CERRILL08Screened
W. H. KERR
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
Phone us, we will be glad to call for
your laundry on Mondays and Tues-
days and deliver on Thursdays and
Fridays.
Rev. T. Jiosa of Yucatan, has bean
venience for housekeeping. We have
built two types of cottages, the large
one of two rooms, with dimensions
over all 12 by 24 feet, is the style
given the Raton charge.
Records Broken in Price of Land.
A ten acre orchard southeast of Ros-
well was sold this week for $12, es
All work is guaranteed; your socks Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.Sawed Wood and Kindling.Eugepuo Romero
LUMBER & COAL YARD
are mended and buttons sewed on
your shirts without extra charge.tarnishing a record price. It was
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. & 8. P. Depot.
Telephone 85
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85 j
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
that we shall follow.
There are glass windows and doors
and the cottages are built so as to
combine tightness and permanency
with every facility for fresh air and
sanitation. Everything is finished
bought by S. B. Clark of New York.
The orchard was part of the old R. F.
Barnett place.Lump, nut and
mine run coal
Lumber and all kinds
of building material Two Deaths at Las Vegas.
Ask YourselvesVidal Tapia died in West Las
and Mrs. Francisco Rebledo, aged
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
PAZO OINTMKNT Is guaranteed to our
any case of Itching. Blind, Bleeding or Fr3
trading Hies in 6 to 11 days or money re-funded, SOe.
50 years, in the same part of the Mead-
ow City. She succumbed to pneu
YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
Phone Red 100 Phone Red 100
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
CAD CAlp Improved and unimproved City Property, OrchardsrUft JAIX and Randes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.THOMAS R DELQAD0, Mgr.
Modern Residences for Rent.BOB
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. ,
La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Telephone 11.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meal 3 25 Cents
Short Order at all Hours
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
French Noodle Order 20c. a dish
New York Chop Suey 50c.
monia, her husband being seriously ill
with the same disease.
Fleming Resigns.
At the regular meeting of the board
of directors of the Commercial club of
Las Vegas George A. Fleming, who
has been secretary of the organiza-
tion since October, 1906, submitted his
resignation.
Married at Roswell.
W. F. Reed, at one time a piano
agent in Santa Fe, was married at
Amarillo, Texas, to Miss Carrie White-ma- n
of Roswell. Mr. Reed is at pres
F. M. JONES. 103Palace Ave.RIDE IN THE MOON
who does your Cleaning and Pressing,
and those who are best satisfied with LIVERY STABLEtheir orders in that line will surely
refer you to us. We have built up a
Imperial Laundry reputation for doing high-clas- s workin a short time and at a very moderate
ent in the insurance business. The
couple will live at Dalhart, Texas.
Fined $50 for Not Taking Out Permit
Charged with building a house with-
out first securing a permit, J. R. Quin-tan- a
was arrested at Las Vegas by
City Marshal Coley. When brought
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Slurries, Saddle Horse.
before Justice of the Peace Murray, CALL r rsili Reel if irfdf
hi teUto LC3.30 H. P. 9fine of $50 and$1,500 yumtana was given acosts. ruuuc
charge. We are pleased to receive,
family trade, and assure you before-
hand of complete satisfaction. 4.
101 Washington Ave
Julius Muraller
TAILOR.
UP
For Best Laundry Work
Basket leaves Monday and Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY AT O. PC BARBEK SHOP.
MRS. F. O. BROWN, AGENT
Phone Red No. 23. Phone Red No.. 23
We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES. New Physician for
Dr. Arnold Minnig,
Albuquerque.
a graduate of CHAS. CLOSSON AmSANTA FE GARAGE Palace Ave. the Western Reserve Medical college,
who was licensed to practice medicine
in the territory at the last meeting of Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues
CHAPSMARCH WINDS
book's PharmacyZook's Pharmacy Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed
skin is usuallythe result
of exposure to the March winds. Such unpleasant conditions may
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying.
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
your complexion perfect in all kinds of weather. ,
Phone 213Phone 213
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Prom
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Mcete Both North South
Bounds Trains.
"Ml Smm &MEMG0 POLITICS AND PPLITICIj LdHRgNow the Range is Pessimistic.
Today the committee on terri-
tories reports to the House. We are
legislation. For instance, another
proposition which will be "initiated"
soon after Arizona becomes a state
will seek to establish a declaration
that the waters of all running streams
belong to all the people and that no
industry shall have the exclusive use
of such streams. This apparently in-
nocent declaration will have for its
purpose the acquirement b V m i n i n ? The Modern Wash-da- y
Time was when The Wash was a weekly
nightmare, wash-da- y dinner a by-wor-d.
The New Perfection Oil Cook-stov- e has
changed all that. Once the wash-boil- er is
on the stove, it leaves you free to attend to
the dinner or any other work.
Xou. can move a Nevsr Perfection where you please and
light it in a moment. It requires no attention after that.A single gallon of oil lasts all three burners seven hours or
more. No coal or wood to firecarry ; no to feed ; no soot
nor ashes. It keeps a kitchen or laundry cool and clean.
It cooks to perfection, with the least trouble and expense.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot1He north bound train and arrives at
viaos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any otter
ay. Good covered hack and good
teams.
Etrory- - nnn.gr deaito Ktlci
FARE S5.00
We Have Built Up
WE HANDLE LUMBER
in large quantities and have
modern facility for furnishing the
very beat rough or dressed
Lumber
of every description. "We are thus
enabled to make the very beat prices
for Lumber of such high grade.
v7e will be pleased to figure on yonr
contracts.
Charles W. Dudrow
Mxfe wilh I. 2 and 3 fauram. w.lh
fcng. lurquoae blui enameled chitnw,.
HuKhomely 6nnhtd throughout. The
2-
- ud itova can be had wkhoe
without a cabinet lop. which a 6 tied with
drop ihelvei, towel racki, etc.
Dealen everywhere : or write for de-
scriptive circular to the Dear eat aaaac
of the
Continental Oil Company -
(Incorporated)
4,
PIANO 7 PIANOS
Chickering Bros.
- Bush and Lane.
Learnard-Lindeman- n Co.
Schiller.
Victor
Jesse-Frenc-
Milton and the World Famous Cecilian
Interior Player Pianos, and many
other makes.
This firm has purchased over six
car loads of pianos during the past
It Is Now at Hillsboro and
Prints Sierra County
Advocate
HAS HID EVENTFUL CAREER
At One Time Was Thrown Into
the Waters of the Rio
Grande.
(By J. E. Curren).
After an absence of twenty-fiv- e
years from Hillsboro we had occasion
to once more visit the scenes of our
early journalistic experience in
Sierra, county, N. M., and being asked
by the general editor of the old time
paper (the Sierra County Advocate) if
we recognized any familiar faces, re
plied that we have none which looked
so familiar to us as the
Old Hand Press.
of the Sierra County Advocate
whereupon he asked that we give for
the benefit of the old-tim- e newspaper
men a brief description, and as near
as possible a short story of this grand
but ever faithful and always reliable
relic of antiquity the "Old Hand
Press."
This press Is of the pattern desig-
nated by printers as the "Washing-
ton Press," but while it looks like a
Washington and is built on the same
principle it is not in reality a Wash-
ington, but rather a Cincinnati Type
Foundry improved resemblance of the
Washington patternbut, to say the
least, I like it better than the Wash-
ington, as it runs more easily, is bet-
ter balanced and prints better than
any hand press I have ever operated
and to say the least, I have operated
a good many during my forty years
of active newspaper life.
This press is somewhat different
from all others and the only one of its
kind I have ever seen. Something pe-
culiarly characteristic about it. Evi-
dently its maker was a patriot and a
warrior or at least, he would make
such out of those printers who iu fu-
ture ages happened to be the lucky
owners of this kind of press. American,
patriotic, loyal and-reliab- le are the
impressions it inspires upon the man
or printer who runs it. Indeed, the
beautiful patriotic monogram which
adorns its frontpiece is enough to
arouse in one who loves his country
and the stars and stripes a loyalty
for the flag and its colors equal only
in its patriotic enthusiasm to that of
a Patrick Henry whose memorable
saying of "give me liberty or give me
death" will never be forgotten.
This monogram represents an
American shield resting upon a back-
ground of artillery including cannon,
cannon-balls- , bayonets, drums, musk-
ets and grand old tattered American
flags galore the object being, evi-
dently, to remind the man who runs
the press of the fact that our consti-
tutional liberties of "free press and
free speech" were obtained through
these instruments at the sacrifice
ot patriotic American blood.
The early history or this hand
press is unknown. However, Mr. Tuck-
er, a brother of the firm of Manderfleld
& Tucker, who now lives in San Juan
county, which firm started and pub-
lished the first paper in Santa Fe,
N M., says: "This press was first used
in publishing the Pueblo Chieftain, at
Pueblo, Colorado, by his brother and
Dr. Beshoar. His brother, John Tuck
er, moved this press from Pueblo,
Colorado, to Santa Fe, N. M., on or
about 1865, where Manderfleld &
Tucker used this same press. Later,
the press was sold to the Cathblic
Brothers and moved by them to Las
Cruces, where it finally became the
property of Mr. Newman, an aggress-
ive Democratic politician, who estab-
lished "Newman's 34," thirty-fou- r
being the Democratic majority in
Dona Ana county that year over the
Kepuoiicans. This victory of the
Democrats so enraged the Republi-
cans that they seized the press bod-
ily and threw it into the Rio Grande
river at Las Cruces. The writer
learning of the watery grave to which
the old press was doomed had it fish--
ed out of the river and removed to '
LEARNARD-LINDEMAN- N CO.
The Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established 1400
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
Oil Cook-stov- e
FOUR SUITS FILED IN
COURT AT ALBUQUERQUE.
Mrs. Lizzie Smith Asks for Divorce on
Ground of Cruel Treatment
Mining Claims in Litigation.
Business picked up at the office of
Clerk Maddison of the district court
at Albuquerque yesterday with the
filing of four suits for trial at the
next term of the court. One of the
suits is transferred from Sierra coun-
ty from before Judge Mechem, while a
the other three are of Albuquerque or-
igin.
The suit transferred from Sierra
county involves the title to certain
mining claims said to belong to the
Brush Heap Mining company. Thomas
Murphy who is the plaintiff in the
case sued unknown claimants to three
mines known as the Brush Heap, the
Andy Johnson and the Black Eyed
Susan, calling for them to answer if
they held adverse to the plaintiff.
The answer came from the Brush
Heap Mining Company who immedi-
ately laid claim to all the property,
Murphy to the contrary notwithstand-
ing. The original complaint was filed
in the district court for the seventh
judicial district in June 1910, while
the answer was forthcoming in the
following September. Since that time
both parties have been sparring for
court advantage until they have reach-
ed a point where they are of the opin-
ion that Judge Mechem is interested
in the case, they have therefore filed
a motion which was "allowed by the
court, to obtain a change of venue,
and the venue is therefore placed in
Bernalillo county before Judge Ab-
bott. The whole property is alleged
to be of the value of $1,000.
Lizzie Smith filed suit against her
husband Samuel M. Smith, the public
school teacher of Alameda, alleging
all sorts of, cruel and inhuman treat-
ment. The petition states that the
couple were married at Alma, 111., in
January 1901, and that up to Decem-
ber 28, 1910, the couple lived together
continuously as man and wife. For
the last year, the petition states, the
parties have been residents of Berna
lillo county, and during that time the
Pendant has made sufficient mon-
ey to support himself and his family
in comfort, but lately he has neglect-
ed to do so. For some time past he a
has been acting violently toward
plaintiff, and has acused her several
times of improper conduct with other
men. He did not seem to care when
he did this, as the fusses often oc-
curred in the presence of the minor
children of the plaintiff and defend-
ant. On December 2S last, another
outbreak occurred on the part of de-
fendant when in the presence of the
plaintiff's minor child, Clarence Smith,
aged nine years, the defendant again
mada his accusations finally drivingdefendant from the house. Since that
time she has been forced to provide
for herself and the child, while the
defendant could easily have supplied
her with funds out of hl8 salary had
hj been of a mind to do so. Therefore
divorce with alimony is asked, to-
gether with such othsr relief as the
court may see fit to direct. An addi-
tional sum of $50 is also asked to
compensate plaintiff for filing the suit
The care of the minor child is also
prayed for.
Claude Hutto of Albuquerque1, en-
tered suit against R. D. Cox of Belen,
Valencia county, for the recovery of
$65 with interest and costs. The al-
legations are that the money was
borrowed by Cox on February 2S,
1910, from one E. R. King, and cama
into the possession of plaintiff in the
ordinary course of business. That
since that time although the note is
past due no attempt has been made to
pay the same in whole or in part.
Gross, Kelly & Co. filed suit against
Kmilio Otero for the balance due them
on an account of $5,203.99 which was
contracted on April 1, 1907. The bal-
ance amounts to $1,479.75 and las
been due since April 1. 1911. That
although attempts have been made to
collect the same, no part of it has
been paid, and wherefore the money
is needed by the plaintiff in the con-
duct of the business in which they are
engaged, therefore judgment with
costs and attorney fees is asked.
Foley Kidney Pills furnish you the
right kind of help to neutralize and
remove the poisons that cause bark-ach- e,
headache, nervousness, and
other kidney and bladder ailments.
For sale by all druggists.
WOULD RATHER GIVE PENSION
THAN DIVORCE TO WIFE.
Denver, May 11. Frustrated in
three attempts to end his life, two of
them in the city Jail. William H. Cross
carpenter, says no combination of
persons can stop him from commii
ting suicide, t His desire to protect his
wife by leaving her a pension instead
of allowing her to get a divorce is
the reason given by Cross for his con-
templated
Santa Fe People Must Recognize and
Heed It
Kidney ills come quletiy mysteri-
ously,
But nature always warns you.
Notice the kidney secretions.
See if the color is unhealthy
If there are settlings and sediment.
Passages frequent, scanty, painful,Its time then to use Doan's Kidney
Pills,
To ward off Bright's disease or dia-
betes.
Doan's (have done great work in San-
ta Fe.
J. T. Sandoval, 115 Ortiz St, Santa
Fe, N. M., says: "I have used Doan's
- Kidney Pills oE and on for two years
I and thpv hvo rlnna mo a vamrlrl nf
good. A dull pain In the small of my
back, sometimes extending Into my
bladder caused me a great deal of
suffering, particularly when I took
cold. I was bothered mostly in the
winter, and In addition to the pain
in my back, there were symptoms of
inflammation of the bladder. The
kidney secretions were highly colored
and when passed were attended with
a scalding pain. I never used another
remedy that acted as satisfactorily as
Doan's Kidney Pills, They proved to
be just the medicine my case requir
ed and the complete cure they brought
1'f.s led me to recommend them on
mere than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milbur- n Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for tho United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
ta&e no other.
If you want anything on earth try
a New Mexican Want Ad.
Foley Kidney Pills are a true medi-
cine. They are healing, strengthen-
ing, antiseptic and tonic. They act
quickly. For aale by all druggists.
ten months. They have hundreds of
satisfied customers in New Mexico
and Arizona.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
to them regarding pianos, prices and
terms will prove to prospective piano
buyers that the firm of Learnard-LIn-dema- n
Co. will meet every customer
more than half way in making
purchase of a piano a simple nd sat-
isfactory business transaction, not on
of doubt and uncertainty.
P. Williams
a rio-- Vnll miv want I u,l
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
Roswell, New Mexico.
"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United states War Depart
meat as "Distittruished lottitutioa."
Army officers detailed by War Depart
meat - -
Thoroaffe Academic course, preparini
amen for allefe or busiaess lift
of air wort Health-te- st
tocatioa f any MiBfanr School laKite. L!?"d 11 ' tautifilKff .yney'uth5 of thea eleratloa of 2700 feet above
semel saashiae erery day, bat little
rata or snow darlaf sessioa.
Fourteen Officers and instructors, aO
heated, fifMed aad andera la al m--pects.
IEGENTS-- E A. CAH0ON President.
w.g. Hamilton,
J. P. WHITE
W
.EAtAson, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLAY.
For particulars and illustrated cata-
logue address. CoL JAS. W. WILSON,
Superintendent
University of New Mexico.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Summer School, 1911.
Six Weeks, June 5th to July 14th.
Principal subjects offered: Gener-
al History, English Literature, Phy-
sics, Chemistry, Zoology, Classics,
Modern Languages.
Special Courses for High School In- -'
structors.
Vocal and Instrumental Music.
FEE FOR THE COURSE: Five
Dollars. (Exclusive of Laboratory
Fees.) .
Circular of Information on applica-
tion to the Registrar of the
sufficiently informed concerning the
nature of the report and the conse-
quent debate it will entail in the Sen-
ate, if not in the lower house. The
door will have the catch upon it, and
congressmen ready with their little
hammers to drive more nails. Mr.
Owen, since he has realized that his
former contention will be recognized,
has discovered another flaw in our
constitution, that relative to the pro-
hibition of prohibition. As there is
a limit to the present special session
we may be able to announce definite-
ly some day ju3t what chances New
Mexico stands for admission, but to
tell the truth, the "Welcome" on the (
door mat has been so besmirched by '
muddy feet that it is a faint hearted I
one to say the least. Put it down
in your little memory jogger, that
while President Taft may want us in
the Union, while there is a plea in
our behaif from other states, and
while we want it ever so earnestly,
the present congress does not so earn-
estly long to grant it, and what the
present congress may do, she will do
when she does it, maybe. Raton
Range.
An Independent Judiciary.
The supreme court of the territory
is to be congratulated upon its course
with respect to the clerkship of that
court. A change in that office has
been predicted for some time but
the prediction was appa rently made
without any authority of the court, j
Its failure to come true would probab- - j
ly have occassiohed no comment had j
it not been for the campaign of
slander launched against the court by
the Arizona Democrat. The supreme
court of the territory has neither
the time nor the inclination to pull
chestnuts out of the lire lor Demo-
cratic nevsiflpers. If the clerk of
th supreme court is an efficient officer
the court can he depended upon to
retain him regardless of what his
own or the political predilections of
members of his family may be. if he
fails in the performance of his duty
or if the court for any other reason
should desire to make a change in
that office it can be deiended upon to
make the change without the aid of
pressure or advice from the Demo-
crat.
The Republicau organization, unless
we are badly misinformed, is utterly
opposed to the recall of judges, be-
lieves in the independence of the
judiciary and, therefore, n its un
questioned right to appoint, its own
officers without regard to politics or
party expediency. One reason why
the party in this territory is so firmly
opposed to the application to the
courts of anything savoring of lynch
law is because our judiciary is one of
which the people of Arizona may well
be proud. By showing its absolute
freedom from even the suggestion ot
political influence in the making of
its appointments the supreme court
has not only strengthened itself in
the confidence of the people, but it
has rendered a distinct service to the
party.
Several of the candidates for the of-
fice are deserving of recognition at
the hands of the party, but we are
confident that the Democrat does not
represent their sentiments in its
criticism of the members of that
court. Tucson Citizen.
In the Good Time Coming.
To the people of central and north-
ern Arizona, the "capital removal"
proposition, which some of the papers
in the southern part of the territory
are discussing seriously, appears ut-
terly silly and if is silly from every
standpoint of common sense.
But it is a proposition which, un-
der the initiative system of legisla-
tion, the people of the state will have
to dispose of at the polls within the
near future and this regardless of the
requirement la the enabling act that
Phoenix shall remain the capital until
1923, and regardles of Constitutional
provisions; for under the initiative
and referendum' system no constitu- -
tional provision can be regarded as
capital could be obtained.
However, this is only one of the
many questions with which the people,
because of the conflicting interests
of various sections, will be pestered
under the beautiful system of direct
great stress how our rising young
attorneys McFie, Parker and Alex-
ander volunteered to "roll" on the old
hand press. With what joy this old
press announced the birth of Sierra
county, and christened Nicholas Gal-le- e
the proud political father of this
new community. . How this old press
whooped it up for A. B. Fall and
George Curry for the territorial coun-
cil when this county was in their dis-
trict. With what joy this old press
declared Tom Murphy duly appointed
first sheriff of Sierra county, and
later on Col. Jas. P. Parker, assessor.
How delighted we were when Herrin,
Keller & Miller opened a branch store
in Hillsboro, and with what sorrow we
noted the depreciation or silver and
the closing of the mines at Lake Val-
ley and Kingston. These gentle re-
minders are brought about by gaz-
ing on the familiar .ace of the "old
hand press" of the Sierra County Ad-
vocate, which I trust may live long
and continue to prosper In this glor-
ious land of sunshine. 5 .?:
QHICHESTERS PIUS
udlsel Aak ynr Dnuarlat lor Al!MdItrandVUCSS l'llla la Ked nod UM roeulllcVoMa, teeleallu Blot Rujho,
aaiaaimaaaiTti t afcal lnan.tiin.lii
companies of a right to run tailings
trom mills and concentrators into th
streams instead of imi)ouiuli
debris, as is now rennirpil Tho
ranchers of Pinal and Rraham rnnn.
ties have learned something alreadv
of the injury which is done to soil
and crops by tailinES carried into the.
Gila river and thence thronirh irHni.
ing aitcnes.
And any judge elected from a min-ir- g
section who might construe the
law so as to protect the agriculturaldistricts would be promptly "re-
called" by the overwhelming vote of
tne mining companies and their em-
ployes.
Nevertheless, it will have been
proved that Arizona Is
"progressive"
and this, presumably, is the most im-
portant thing of all. Arizona Repub-
lican.
The Comic Section.
The record of the hearine before
the house committee on territories we
suggest, should take its place as the
comic section of the congressional
record, the chief artists being those
eminent Democrats who after hold-
ing a secret meeting here at which
nothing 'of interest to the public"
was due, went to Washington to spend
a month or so working day and nightiu a tremendous, and in fact, super-human effort not to delay statehood.
. ne Morning Journal has finished
perusing the third and last number of
the three-volum- e ivcbrd of the hear-
ing and as a piece of humor it is hard
to excell. The whole hearing includes
210 pages of effort not to delay state-
hood, and even unto the last final
and concluding page there is the con-
vincing reiteration by the New Mexico
gentlemen that they view with un-
qualified horror any attempt to de-
lay statehood for New Mexico. In
the latter pages of the record Mr.
Fergusson appears in the role of one
who is "hurt and ashamed" because
of the cruel misconstruction of his
motives and the misrepresentation to
which he has been subjected at home.
Mr. Fergusson lias reason to feel
ashamed but not on account of what
the newspapers have said about him.
The conclusion of the Record
the first statement of this
newspaper, that these gentlemen
went to Washington for the sole pur-
pose of making an attack on the con-
stitution. They attacked it before the
committee from every angle and in
every detail, they roasted it up one
side and down the other, they broughtforth again their old familiar griev-
ances, introducing as stated by the
committee members, themselves, allkinds of personalities and ancient
history; they reiterated the falsehood
that the constitution is impossible of
amendment, they attacked the elec-
tive franchise provision, they attack-
ed the corporation commission arti-
cle, they reiterated the falsehood
that the election was corrupt, they de-
nied that the people in spite of the
1S.000 majority approved of the con-
stitution and assailed the whole pro)-ositio- n
from start to finish, bitterly
and rancorously. They attacked the
constitution day after day on their
own initiative; not in the effort not
to delay statehood! They did not
meet objections of the committee and
offer a way out; they endeavored to
persuade the committee that the con-
stitution was rotten and was not
what the lieople of New Mexico want-- '
ed. And they now feel ' hurt and
ashamed" because the people of New
Mexico have so cruelly misunderstood
them. The members of the commit-
tee Democrats kindly attempted to
assuage their grief by the comforting
assurance tnat they, the committee
had perfect confidence In th deHii
of the New Mexicans not to delay
statehood. It was a kindness which
we fear the people of New
will not emulate. As to Uncle Hen-
ry Blair, the last part of the record
quotes him as referring to the "in-
sane frenzy" of New Mexico to be-
come a state. He deprecates New
Mexico's haste.
After all it does look like rash
heedlessness to try to bolt into the
Union in the brief space of 62' years.
Albuquerque Journal.
WOODROW WILSON MAKES
SPEECH AT ALBUQUERQUE.
Efforts to Have Him Spend Half a
Day in New Mexico Metropolis
Proved Unavailing.
Woodrow Wilson, former president
of Princeton University, governor of
the state of New Jersey and looming
large as a Democratic presidential
possibility for 1912 was to arrive in
Albuquerque this morning at 11:05 on
the California limited train, remaining
there until the train left for I,qs An-
geles at 11:25. Governor Wilson was
to make a short address at the Santa
Fe station. Efforts were made, as soon
as it was learned that he was to pass
through Albuquerque to arrange for
a stopover and have him enjoy the
hospitality of Albuquerque for half a
day and make an extended nubile ad
dress but it was impossible to make
the necessary arrangements. Felix
Lester however, through negotiations
with the manager of Mr. Wilson's
tour succeeded in arranging for a
speech and the "college professor in
politics" who has made such an un
expected success of the latter, was to
address a large crowd at the station.
IIV. Ttrilcnn la a . . ,
California where he kis&i''ina1ce a
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Successor to B.
LIV.ER-- Y
I have purchased the entire stock of horses & equipment formerly
owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
t ilajj livcki wnere we win De readv at a t mp nf w
to furnish You with anv kind nf
vi o " " noil. i nm
v. nriVavnr fn mva nrnmni nnA afPilt i a . . - .. Maud!guv piumpi auu tiiiucm Mrmie ana irusi 10 meritour patronage. ... : :: Lake Valley where with it was estab- - safe,y fixed. Unquestionably the re-lished the Lake Valley Press in 1882. 1uired number of signatures to a e
year it established the Sierra titlon calling for the removal of the
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
Phone 139 Red ; . Sante Fe. N.M I
Sir v !
il
GROWS HAIR
and we can
PROVE IT!
A lady from Minnesota writei :
"As a result of using Danderinc, mv hairis close to five feet in length."
Beautiful Hair at Small Cost
trouble, like many other diseases, haveHAIR wronjrly diagnosed and altoEether mis-
understood. The hair itself is not the thing tobe treated, for the reason that it is simply a product
of the scalp and wholly dependent upon its action.The scalp is the very soil in which the hair is
nurtured and grown, an(t ft alone should
receive the attention if results are to he expected.It would do no earthly good to treat the stem of a
plant with a view of making it grow and become
more beautiful the soil iu which the plant grows
must be attended to. Therefore, the scalp in whichthe hair grows must receive the attention if you areto expect it to grow and become moro beautiful.
Loss of hair Is caused by the scalp drying up,
or losing its supply of moisture or nutriment; whenbaldness occurs the scalp has simply lost nil its
nourishment, leaving nothing for the hair to feed
upon (a plant or even a tree would die under similar
conditions.)
The natural thing to do in cflhcr case, is to feed
and replenish the soil or scalp as the case may lie,
and your crop will grow and multiply as natureintended it should.
Knowlton's Danderine has a most wonder
ful effect upon the hair glands and tissues of the
scalp. It is the only remedy for the hair averdiscovered that is similar to the natural hair
foods or liquids of the scalp.
It penetrates the pores quickly and the hair
soon shows the effects of its wonderfully exhilar-
ating and qualities.
One bottle is enough to convince yon ofits great worth as a hair growing and hair beauU
tying remedy try it and see for yourself.
NOW at all druggists In three tlzsa.
25c, 50o and 91-0- 0 per bottle.
county Advocate at Hillsboro, where
Uils grand old press can now be seen
en tact, and as good in every particu-lar as in days of yore.
To gaze upon this old press once
more brings back recollecttion of the
days when Geronimo and his murder-
ous band of hostile Indians raided this
country and left death and destruction
In their wake. With what interest,
fear, and sadness we announced in
startling headlines Geronimo's mur-
ders and depredations on this old
press. Indeed, to look upon this old
press recalls memories of sturdy old
pioneers and friends now dead and
gone whose loved one's linger, but to
weep beneath the d skies of
the Sierra's and this old hand press
fairly chronicled it all its editors
weeping with them in their sadness
and rejoicing with them in their lucky
strikes. Joyous was the news pub-lished on this press of the "big strike"
on the Lady Franklin, and the camp
of Kingston fairly booming. ; Happy
recollections of how its trembling and
much abused and persecuted editor
received the glad tidings that he had
won the "fight of his life," for free
homes in southwest New Mexico as
against the soulless railroad corpor-
ationsCarry the News to Mary, tellher In accents wild with joy that this
country with the assistance of this
old hand press, and a good fighting
editor, has won the day for "the peo-
ple," and this land is now open forfree homestead entry under ? th
Democratic administration of Grover
FREE To "bow how quickly Otldarhlt
acts, we will send a large sam-
pleCut free by return mail to anyone who
This sends this Iree coupon to the
Out MOWLTOR DMDERI1IE CO.. CHICM0, IU.,
with their name and address and 10c
in silver ot stamps to pay postage. .
Cleveland.
df we remember In houra o aVk, if 7 number of addresses. v
f i '
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5anta Fe, New Mexico
THE CONTINENTAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
THEY ARE COMING.
Santa Fe can no longer complain
of the treatment given it by the Santa
Fe railway system. The company
spends vast sums for advertising and
there is scarcely any publication that
does not contain direct reference to
the free trip from Lamy to Santa Fe
and that does not indirectly advertise
Santa Fe by mentioning its name a
hundred and more times. In the "off-
icial folder for the National Education-
al Association, as well as in the book-
lets for the International Sunday
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
Daily, six months, by mail $3.50
Weekly, six months 1.00
Weekly, rer year 2.00
Weekly, per quarter .50
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, per week, by carrier 25
Daily, per month, by carrier... .75
Daily, per month, by mail 65
Oally, per year, by mail 7.00 Net surplus is the supreme test of a fire company's strength.The Continental's net surplus protecting American policy holders is
larger than the net surplus of any other company.OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY. School Convention and the Medical
Association, which will draw thou
'sands upon thousands of delegates
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper !n New Mexico. It is sent to
every postoffice In the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
amon the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
and tourists from the east to the Pa
cific coast, the free side trip to Santa
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF SANTA FE.
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.
Capital Stock -- ,.,... $15O.0Q0
Surplus and Undivided Profit - 80.000
.... ....
. ......
t
Transects a toners! banking: business In aH its branches.
Leans money en the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers.
, Buys and sells domes-
tic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to ail parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as
are given by any money transmiting agency public at private.
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and aims
to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as is
consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public Is
respectfully solicited.
company 'eht3?e(r"th5r "fieTcTfiuch afferFe is advertised. In addition, the San-
ta Fe is spending $2,000 for a first
the Lloyd fashion and took a chance.
The insurance covers accidents, illness
or death.
''li'iJLABn.SiSS? edition of a beautifully illustrated and
If whiskey had one reputation it
was that it made men fighting mad,
but even the 'Mexican rebels must en-
force prohibition before and during
battle, for they discovered at Agua
Prieta that men, with whiskey in them
cannot even win a battle that the
other side has already lost.
artistically printed folder which will
be entirely devoted to Santa Fe and
Every player who will be a member
of the team has been insured. The
its attractions, and which will be disFINISH THE SCENIC HIGHWAY.
Tomorrow Colorado will dedicate
th Canvon City and Royal Gorge
tributed by the thousands in the east,
AN IMPORTANT HISTORICAL
VOLUME. ,
From the press of the New Mexican
Printing Company has just been is-
sued a monumental historical work
one edition to follow another as rap
policies call for $5,000 In case of death
by accident In case the player is un-
able to play for a week owing to sick-
ness President Comiskey will be paid
$25 a week.
idly as the publications are exhausted.Governor ShafrothScenic Highway.
will make the principal address and . that represents te research of many
the ceremonies will be such as must years tbe acquisition of many e
to New Mexico the import- - lei!g hjst01.jcai manuscripts and the Ministers Form Ball Club.
The Santa Fe also announces a spe-
cial tourist rate of one fare for the
round trip from Denver, Pueblo and
Colorado Springs, so as to catch the
tourist trade from other railroads
The price of peace, according to the
rebels in Mexico, is fourteen gover-
norships and four cabinet positions for
Madero's followers. Oh, you politi
cal job!
A baseball team composed of clergyance of competing its Scenic High
men is Grand Juncton's (Colo.) latestpainstaking work of an analytical,historical and legal mind. The volway begun years ago up the Santa Fe
and Gallinas canyons, but never com- - ume is in Spanish and was written acquisition.
The nine is made up of
pastors of various churches here and
Includes some former college stars.pleted. The Canyon
City-Roy- gorge by Hon B M Read who himself has
highway i3 "scenic" pure and simple. had an important part and mission in LYNCH "DOPES OUT" SEASON The ministers practice six days In theIt aoes not seivt as n umiit mb"" week and have issued a cnallenge to
Head of National League Figures Six-- j any team in the state made up of mem
through those cities, giving the liber-
al time limit of thirty days which
will enable visitors to view all points
of interest in this section. It may be
set down for certain that the tour-
ists are coming to Santa Fe this year
iu ciroves and the problem will be how
to take care of them in such manner
that they' will spread the fame of San-
ta Fe's attractions without any re-
serve about accommodations and lack
of hospitality.
Clubs Have Even Chance to Win bers of one profession
Championship.
President Thomas J. Lynch of the
National league has figured out that The Palace Hotel
' "' 'William Vaughn, Prop.
One of the Best Hotels in the West
ROOMS IN SUITE WITH PRIVATE BATH
the formation of the latter day his-
tory of the commonwealth and whose
great grandfather was one of the
signers of the Declaration of Inde-
pendence. This is not Mr. Read's first
historical work but it is his maturest
production andvassures him a perma-
nent place among historians. The
book is rich in illustrations, in repro-
duction of manuscripts, many of them
cot known until now to' be in exist-
ence, and which cast new light upon
many historic incidents. The volume
is filled with new material, some of it
quite surprising in disproving precon-
ceived ideas about important events.
But the book must be read to give an
adeauate idea of its scope and its
the race for the pennant this year will
be the .closest and most keenly con-
tested In many seasons. Here is his
statement of the situation:
for any communities, but makes a bid
for tourist and automobile travel
alone, but such as will pay the state
of Colorado better than would a
dozen roads through a dozen fertile
valleys having cities - and villages
thronging with people. One of Colo-
rado's assets is its scenery and part
of its prosperity comes from tourists,
and "the state, therefore, has recog-
nized its duty to build highways to
reach the grandest and most impres-
sive scenery, the most delightful fish-
ing streams, or hunting grounds,
rather than to build roads for cities
and towns and valleys that would
and shouiu construct and maintain
highways an their own account.
Similarly, to New Mexico, the comple-
tion of the Scenic Highway to the
"Any one of six clubs has a good
chance to win this year. Rarely have
the teams presented a more even front
Under the state constitution, New
Mexico will be enabled to levy a grad-
uated tax on inheritances and this is
one of the most just revenues that
can .be levied. Colorado has collect-
ed something like a quarter million
dollars of inheritance taxes the past
While St. Louis and Boston do not
seem to be as strong as the other
clubs, still, you never can tell what
a crowd of young players will do, and
Cuisine and
Table Service
Unexcelled
Large Sample
Boom for Com-
mercial Travelers
UNCONVENTIONALITIES.
"Is that a new hat,1 Mr. Slowgo?
Please put It on and let me see how
a rear view of It looks."
"Of course, I'll review your new
book if you wish, Mr. Bonis, but i can
tell you without reading It that It's
rotten." '
"Mr. Means, you know perfectly well
that I am marrying you because you
are rich and In feeble health."
"This little delay in cashing your
counter check, sir, is to give the pay-
ing teller time to ascertain your bank
balance and to find out whether or not
the signature is genuine."
"You oughtn't to talk so much,
Blobbs; your voice Is disagreeable and
your conversation bores me."
"Yes, sir, I remember your face quite
well; I was In hopes I never would see
It again."
"You don't look a bit like your
younger sister, Miss Tiggle; she'a
handsome."
two years and Oklahoma Is collecting
Tenney may surprise the baseball
world this season.
"As for the other six clubs, It Is Just
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO WASHINGTON AVENUE
wealth of historical data. Archbishop
Pltaval, just before leaving for Eur-
ope, examined an advance copy and
about an even thing. New Yorks look
good and are stronger than at this time
last year. Those who think the days
even more. In fact, Oklahoma has
a law that if a person residing in New
York City were to inherit an estate
of $10,000,000 from some resident of
Oklahoma he would speedily find
himself actually in deb to the amount
of over $2,000,000. The Oklahoma
law has it that no amount over $95,-00-
or thereabouts, may be left to
any individual outside the state. If
124126
Montezuma Ave.
this is the way that it impressed him:
(Translated- - from the Spanish.)
Mr. Benjamin M. Read.
My Esteemed Sir I have derived
much pleasure from the perusal of
your book entitled, "Illustrated His-
tory of New Mexico," and on coming
Two Blocks From Depot
One Block West ol CapitolCapital Hotel
Pecos, from both the Santa Fe and
the Las Vegas ends, will mean more
in dollars and cents than the construc-
tion of roads that counties, towns,
villages and road districts would and
should build themselves. The Can-
yon City-Roy- Gorge road was built
with convict labor, it was completed
in remarkably short time and is a
road that automobiles can use without
trouble. It will help to make Colo-
rado more famous and will adverti.- -
the estate bequeathed to an outsiderto the end of it, I must not fail to
runs over that, the difference is con
of the Chicagos are over may have
cause to change their opinion before
the season closes. They are no weak-
er than last year, in my opinion. It
was because the Athletics were so
much faster than Chicago that the
world's series resulted as it did.
"The team is well supplied with
youngsters. Take the purchase of
Shean; that was a good stroke of
business. Evers may last a whole
season and may not last a week. Mr.
congratulate you for having undertake
en such laborious task and for hav fiscated by the authorities. Thus, the
person in New York, who . inherited
TELEPHONE 88 BLACK
HANDSOME ROOMS
AMERICAN OR ATTRACTIVE DINING
EUROPEAN PLAN ROOM-G-ood Service.
COURTEOUS TREATMENT
Proprietor, Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY. Santa Fe, N. M
Wifely Sympathy.
The coarse, burly ruffian was on$10,000,000 from an estate in Okla-
homa would be given about $95,000,
ing brought it to such happy conclu-
sion.
This work, extending from pre-his-
toric times to our current year, is
:amoly enriched by documents; and
while the state of Oklahoma would
keep the remaining $9,905,000. An
the Centennial State just as the com-
pleted Scenic Highway to the Pecos
would advertise New Mexico. The added complication arises from the
fact that New York imposes an inNew Mexican hopes that the Good you narrate occurrences
rrom original
Roads Commission will take a view sources, many of which were not even come tax on all inheritances, and
trial for whipping his wife.
The testimony against him was di-
rect and conclusive.
"Prisoner," said the Indignant po-
lice justice, "there is no use in impos-
ing a fine, for your poor wife would
work her fingers off to pay It for you.
I shall send you to the workhouse for
60 days."
"Your honor," protested the weep-
ing woman, "that ain't half enough!
You ought to soak him for six
months!"
similar to that which Colorado has i known by those wno, up to tms ume that it would demand its percentage
of the $10,000,000 inheritance--, this
amounting to about $2,250,0000. , It
is thus seen at a glance that the per
son inheriting would find himself in
debt to the extent of something over
Murphy has a second baseman to step
right In there. If that happens, you
are likely to hear people begin to
talk of Chicago luck and how fortunate
it was that Shean was around. No
luck about it; it was planned before-
hand. -
"A letter reached me the other day
from the Pittsburg camp saying that
Leach, Clarke and Wagner, the big
trio, were never in better condition,
and that Adams and Camnitz were put-
ting them over in great form. The
men are playing together, and the old
fighting spirit 4s there. I tell you that
Chicago would not have had such an
easy time winning a pennant last year
had they not got the jump in the early
months. It will be different this spring,
unless all- signs go wrong.
"Both Philadelphia and Cincinnati
$2,000,000. It is not supposed, there
taken, as to the duty of the common-
wealth to build mainly such roads as
counties and road districts cannot
build themselves and such as will
open to the world New Mexico's, mag-
nificent scenery, its trout streams, its
hunting grounds and attract here the
stream of tourists that is pouring
wealth into Colorado and California,
but passes New Mexico by because
New Mexico's sublimest scenery can-
not be reached with automobile or in
'wagon.
have made a study of the history of
our region; in this respect no one
can question your superiority.
Some historians, while narrating
past events, give some facts and dis-
tort others, suiting them to their
likes or their dislikes; their works
might be called romances rather than
histories; their writings, to quota the"
expression of Leo XIII, are a con-
spiracy against the truth. But you
have only been guided by the dictates
of your sober judgment and of your
good1 conscience.
fore, that many persons living in New
York will ever inherit estates worth
MONTEZUMA HOTELS
(RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath an 1 phone.
FINE SAMPLE ROOM.
CHEERFUL DINING THOS. DORAN RATES $2.50 TO
ROOM. FINE CUISINE Proprietor. $3.00 A DAY
$10,000,000 in Oklahoma.
A SIGHTSEER'S MAP.
The Uplift.
"Have you taken up the city beau-
tiful idea out here?" asked the
stranger. .
"Yep," replied the native, "we're"
gotn' to pave Main street this spring,
and some of the folks are tryln' to
have the waterin' trough in front of
the courthouse decorated with a'
statute of Physic."
The commercial bodies of Colorado
are about to issue a road map of the
Centennial State which will show inFurthermore, I am pleased to see
detail the highways that can be used
by automobiles. With the map is to
go a guidebook for tourists. This is
Short Measure.
"Do you use condensed milk at
were strengthened by the' trade made
last fall. It does a player a lot of
good to be shifted around. It puts more
life in him, and many times a man
who has played only average ball with
a .team gets In with a lot of hustling
youngsters and becomes a star.
"The fans like to see new faces, too,
and applause Is as sweet to a player's
your house?"
"I guess so. We order a quart a
C0R0NADO HOTEL
ONE OF THE SEST SlORT ORDER RESTAURANTS IN THE CITY
CUISINE AND TABLE SERVICE GOOD
LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND GOLD BATHS. ELECTRIC LIGHTS
day and the milkman squeezes it into
a can that holds about a pint."
that, in your history, what the Catho-
lic church has done for civilization in
New Mexico, has not been banished to
the shade, but is prominently brought
to light; in this you have but per-
formed an act of justice.
In detailing in your masterly way
he noteworthy events of which our
land has been the scene, you have
reared up a splendid monument, fair-
er and more durable than granite
shafts a monument that will be an
honor to New Mexico as well as to its
author.
I sincerely wish for your work, so
elegantly edited and so amply illus-
trated, the broad circulation which it
so richly deserves.
JUAN B. PITAVAL,
Archbishop of Santa Fe
THEN THE FIGHT STARTED.
AGRICULTURE IN OKLAHOMA.
The census bulletin issued today
giving the statistics for agriculture
in Oklahoma is of more than casual
interest to New Mexico, not only be-
cause New Mexico and Oklahoma bor-
der on each other, but the great
growth that, has come to Oklahoma's
agricultural interests in late years,
will sooner or later come to this com-
monwealth. The total value of farms
and buildings in Oklahoma is f
or thirteen to fourteen times
the total assessed valuation of New
Mexico. More than 17,000,000 acres
are under cultivation in Oklahoma,
an increase of more than ten per
cent the last ten years.
It is pointed out in the statement
today that the principal rates of in-
crease in Oklahoma in 1910, as against
1900, among the, items for which per-
centages are given in the first section
Every Boom
a Good One. 6. LUPE HERRERA, Prop. RATES 50c t$1.00 per day
an excellent idea that should be adapt-
ed to local conditions at Santa Fe.
With Santa Fe as the hub, there are
a dozen great highways that reach
places of special interest to tourists.
A local map should show all points'
of historic or other interest within
or near to the city limits, and should
be posted in every hotel, boarding
house and at the depots. It is still
true, that the tourist who arrives in
Santa Fe is at a loss which way to
turn to find the sights of which he
may have read or heard. If he turns
to the r.vprage citizen for Informa-
tion, t:e f.Tids to his astonishment
that those who live in Santa Fe seem
to know less about the city's attrac-
tions than those who come from the
outside to view those attractions. A
sightseer's map therefore, and possi-
bly a .comprehensive guide, would
solve" "this problem of calling the
the visitor to the things
that are vorth while in this old city
so rich in traditions and romance.
Telephone Red 35 and have
your orders delivered.SOFT DRINKS
When speaking of the healthfulness
of the climate of Santa Fe, the main
thought is as to those afflicted with
tuberculosis. But when one reads: of
the frightful mortality among infailts
in the large and small towus cf the
Ill fatfoviflg are wrested to tbe tbirsty assomettinj cool A taWnf
: GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW
,
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA, x v x x
Genuine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
Afl drinks Bade froot SANIA FE BOTTLING W0RIS - BNRY IfiEX,
Mtered water ; - , Proprietor.
more humid sections, it is certain that
some day, the main benefit of Santa
Fe's salubrious climate will not be
for consumptives but for the children. The interstate commercehas decided to investigate the un-
reasonable freight charges that are
With a summer temperit ire whore
made by the railroads for the transpor
tation of wool, hides and pelts from
the west to the east. The west suf
of the summary are: In the total va-
lue of all farm land alone, 333 per
cent; in the total value of farm land
and buildings 331 per cent; in the
total value of farm buildings alone,
317 per cent; in the average value per
acre of farm land alone, 217 per cent;
In the average value per acre of farm
land and buildings, 245 per cent; in
the total expenditures for labor 166 per
cent; in the total value of all farp im-
plements and machinery, 157 per
cent; in the total improved farm acre-
age, 104 per cent; in. the whole num-
ber of farms, 75 per Cent; and in the
total farm acreage, 25 per cent.
The only decrease during the de-
cade, among items for which percent-
ages are given, occurred in the aver-
age acres per farm, 29 per cent.
The statement showed in detail that
the number of farms reported in 1909
was 189,438, as compared with 108,
000 In 1900, an increase of 81,438, or
75 per cent.
f Cut Flowers U PLANTS, Fruit In Season. Wedding ftAnil T U! & n I . ifffers from discrimination that in somerespects Is just, because of sparse
population and small local traffic, but
maximum has reached 97 only once
In forty years and in ;naur years does
not reach S9, Santa Fe offers a re-
fuge far more certain than the sea-
shore for the suffering babies. Its
dry air, its remarkably cool night?
in summer, and its sunny winter?,
make it the ideal resort far cVildren
who are weak, or who cannot with-
stand the humid, murky, hot atmos-
phere of the inland citi03 of the sea
Specialty Funeral Designs.Ih uui or wwn uruara divert caromi attention. Mn extra cnara& or 23c i-At
-
. . .
which is retarding industrial develop-
ment and therefore preventing the
very conditions that would enable the
railroads to reduce freight rates.
v ror packing on oraers unaer $3.00.
t THF. CI ARFND0N fiARDFN R- - v. boyle. Mer.r mm mm vw mw w 1 w mmmr mi 1 vwshore, nor the bitte-- cold and clouJy
skies of eastern and cen'.rnl Phone Black 12. v Santa Fe, New Mexico.
President Thomas Lynch.
ears as It is to an actor's. When a
man steals second base and heartily
cheered, he wants to steal third right
away. Both the Phillies and the Reds
will be factors In the pennant race this
year. Neither' can Brooklyn be count-
ed out From all reports Mr. Ebberts
has secured some youngsters who will
give a good account of themselves this
season.
"Every season in baseball seems to
be greater than the one Immediately
preceding. I do not think that this
season will prove an- exception, and
look for the biggest year and one of
the closest races In the history of the
game."
"What were de trouble over at &
Jones' house last night?"
"Why, Sarah give a watahmelon
party an' she wanted to save de rhlnes
to preserve, an' dey done eat rhlnes
Manhattan Is not only quite some
town but it continues to grow at a
marvelous rate. The building opera-
tions' in the 50 largest cities of the
United States last year amounted to
three quarters of a billion dollars, but
one third of this vast sum was spent
in New York and Brooklyn alone,
while Chicago spent less than one
seventh of that total. Manhattan is
still in a class all by itself.
an' all." . ; .,
It isn't that Santa Fe is not aaver
tised well enough. There Is no place
of its size that gets so much free and
effective advertising. But Santa Fe
is not in position to take care of
tourists and visitors to any large ex-
tent, and the roads thus far built
lead away . from it rather than into
its tributary territory. There should
Wells Fargii & Co. Express
General Express ForwardersINSURE WHITE SOX PLAYERS
Point In '"Wis Favor.- -
"I've fault, you bet,".VtSaid William Nodle,
"But never yetHave tried to yodle.". .
s
X Caused by Labor .Troubles.
"Is It genuine Chippendale?"
"Absolutely, sir" ;;i 2 '
TOgood roads to the cliff dwelling
According to the Associated Press
dispatches there is ground for the
complaint that the rebel army in Mex-
ico is largely recruited by a lawless
This is what the Democratic Den-ve- r
Times says of its own party in
Colorado, and do not its words applyjust as much to the Democratic party
in New Mexico?
Now that the eighteenth general as-
sembly has concluded its session and
we have pondered its sins of omis-
sion and commission for the space of
forty-eigh- t hours, we can find but lit-
tle hope 'in the Democratic majority
that controlled it and less hope for
the immediate future of the Demo-
cratic party in Colorado! The fact Is,
of course, that the Democratic party
in this state is not a coherent, politi
element from the United States. Sup
country and another direct road to
the upper Pecos by way of the Santa
Fe Canyon. Both roads are built in
greater part, but each lacks the com-
pleting link without which the rest of
the road is not of much value.
All Parts of The World
3VP MaHAV d Inconvenience y Purchwlnj WellsdaiC mVllCJf Paro Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders
"But this looks like a crack right
across "
"Done by Chippendale himself, sir.
In a fit of rage when he heard the
pose Uncle Sam were suppressing a
rebellion in Texas and the rebellious
Texans were largely recruited from
Mexico, the feelings of Uncle Sam on
the proposition would be hardly less
caloric than those of the Mexican gov-
ernment in the present instance.
union had called out the men."
Punch.
Those who received trees from the
city should not delay in protecting U. &, Canada, Medco
.'WPaycbleThroufbootcat party within the meaning of the
President Comiskey of Chicago Pro
tects Himself Against Accidents
and Illness.
President Comiskey of the White
Sox Is not taking any chances of in-Ju-
to his star ball players.
Men like EttV Walsh, Harry Lord,
Pat Dougherty, Jimmy Callahan, Matty
Mclntyre, Tex Jones, Bill Lange, Am-b- y
McConnell, Roily Zelder, Billy Sul-
livan, Doc White and a few others
who are main spokes In his baseball
machine have been Insured by the Old
Roman against sickness or Injury. .
Ever since the Injuries to Sullivan
and Blackburn, Comiskey has been
considering a plan to protect his base
halt Mnaata.i AJm JLouto l""W
them from stray stock. The trees
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEORAPH
J. D. BARNES, Apnt.
term. It is composed, as we observ-
ed before, of a few authentic Demo- -
. crats, a tew converted Republicans, a
large number of nondescript political
opportunists and a corporal's guard
of adventurous' gentlemen who are in
the game for just what they can get
out of It for themaelvei." ..
were given with the understanding
that they should be boxed, but quite
a number of those who were given
trees and planted them are now neg-
lecting them. Tree planting should
be encouraged, but there is but little
use In this climate in planting a tree
and then neglecting it.
' Profit.
"Well, I made $260 today."
"Fine. How did you do It?"
"By declining to iSuy 1,000 shares
of mining stock which a promoter
Insisted would be advanced from 25
cents to 40 cents a share at tetf
afelock JBfizLtXaara&ur
The old hand press on which the
first Issues of the New Mexican were
printed is still on the job at Hills-bor-
There it is turning out the red-h-
Democratic Sierra County Advo-
cate, after a career that was as stir-
ring as It has been romantic.
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PERSONAL MENTION Jv. LADIES-SPECI- ALATTENTION
fruit of that country is in fine con-
dition.
While away Captain Murray put in
requisition for ten rifles that are to
he used in practice by the members
of Battery A. This practice will qual-
ify a team to participate in the terri
UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO.
CAPITAL $50,000.00
Does a General Banking Business Remarkably low figures given ontorial shoot, at Las Vegas, in which
Miss Myrtle Martin has gone to Chi-
cago to visit relatives.
Orme S. Wilson, an auto dealer of
Denver, is at the Palace.
C. R. Wise a dental supply sales-
man, is here from Denver.
L. A. Bland, a hardware salesman
a team will be selected to represent Willow fancy feathers, and a line
Summer Dresses
FOR
House and Street
: New Mexico's National Guard in the of flowers of high grade for 10 ;
national shoot, which will be held la- - days. Call and be convinced. i
ter in the summer either at Campof Kansas City, is calling on the!Your Patronage Solicited trade. Cfli)t;iin Murray will start niatnl nriif. MISS A. MUGLERA. H. Case, the manager of the San;tice for the b.uU.ry immdiateiy andPeiro Gold and Copper mine Is. inj v. ill start rifle practice as soon as thethe city- - (ten rifles arrive.Mrs. J. C. Hallum and Miss Hallum - New Line
B. LAUGHLIN, President H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,
- i ; Wi E." GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier
chison, 110 Great Northern, pre-
ferred. 127: New York Central. 107of Minneapolis, are sightseers regis- - uiuieii a. win ku into camp ontheir in the Capitans,
Linen Crash Suits $8.00 & $12.00
Munsons Sun and Tubproof
tered at the Montezuma hotel 7X R-- din- 155 Southern Pa- -be ncar nn i1,1 Ju,v and wiu r"Mrs. S. G. Cartwright is able to icifIc n,her' thre twelve or fifteen ,'eferred Sortieout again after to days.); 115 "shome the past few lays with illness. 'Governor Mills has promised to come . S
Harry P. Owen, secretary of hsani witnS8 th 1'ractlw shooting of j ' v oj1 Gingham Dresses
House Dresses
Dressing Sacques
Short Silk Kimonas-Lon-
Silk Kimonas
Long Crepe Kimonas
$5.00 up
$1.50 up
75c to $2.00
$3.50
$5.00
$1.65 to $2.50
$2.00
sheep sanitary board, and a well. anu awna U1 encamp-
- . --
""j
. mem. Per weak: Spot ll.oaft 11.60: Julyknown attorney is here from Albuquer- - j 0(g 11 70 j
qU' ' HE TOOK A 'DRINK ' ' St. Louis, Mo., May 11. Spelter iF. B. White, representing a type-- ; order lower 5.25. !writer company, is in Santa Fe from jGRAIN, PORK, LARD, RIBS.El Paso. He is at the Montezuma . rhicaenThere is a picture at Mie Elks The-- ! in., aiay ii. wneat July.totel- - ater tonight that speaii:, l wilder than s9 SM: Sept. 8S3-Sl-- ;T. S. Jordan left for Santa Fe on 'd3 It ghows the rae between i Corn-J- uly 52 Sept. 53last night's train to attend to busi-jtw- o sa!esmn ot riva, , ,! Oats-J- uly 33l-43-- Sept. 33
INSURANCE
Boiler)
Real Estate
(City Property-Ranch- es etc. Renting) -. i
Surety Bonds
"
O. C. WATSON & CO.
Offices 119 Sao Francisco St ; i Santa Fe, New Mexico
Kaki Walking Skirts
Tan Linen Walking Skirts
White Rep Skirls
$3.00
$2.50
ness at the land office there.-Estan--jthe or()r of John wnBm;0Di wnf, Pork-M- uy 15.40; July 13.221-- 2
cla News. lo.2o.inds tn;lt tn pri of ih tC. L. Pollard, former Postmaster! Ird-M-ay 8.17 Sept. 8.25.clothing firms are about the end 'snme
and merchant of Espanola is at . Ribs July 8.0508.07 Sept. 8deciacd t0 Si the order toh!h0 theMontezuma. He is accompanied by, ,8.02 1
Mrs. Pollard. , I .. . ' . , ; WOOL MARKET.
t nf invent, ,i st- - ''ouls- - 1Iav H. Wool unchang-
; New-Nobby-Styli- sh and Snappy Pricesthe two knights of t'i? grip are
thrown into the contest. The clever-
er man loses out however,' beeaiifc-- ; in-- s
tad of going to the he-i- d of the film
and getting the order ,ie goes out
with a clerk f6r a drink.
: Surprise Everybody
WE SET THE PACE
ed. Territory and western mediums 15 ;
Call; fine mediums 1315; fine llff2.
LIVESTOCK. j
, Omaha, Neb., May 11. Cattle Re- - I
ceipts 4,000. Market steady. Native j
sters $5.00C10; cows and heifers i
$3.mfi'5. Co; western steers $3.50 j
5.00; Texas steers $5.005.10; range '
cows and heifers $3.004.85; canners :
J2.75ffi4.00; stockers and feeders $3.50
5.50; calves $3.00,6.75; bulls,
stags, etc., $1.005.10. j
Hogs Receipts 10,000. Market
five cents higher. Heavy $5.G55.85;
mixed $5.755.85; light $5.855.95; j
pigs I5.00G3.50; bulk of sales $5.73
5.90. j
BASEBALL
STANDING OF THE TEAMS
National League.
Fred R. Blackmar, an orchardist of
Espanola, Is at the Montezuma. W.
L. Brown and S. H. Tedford of Espa-
nola, are with him.
Hamilton de Lesseps, of Xew Or-
leans, who spent several months here
has arrived in San Francisco, having
visited the Grand canon.
Deputy . Insurance Commissioner
Peter M. A. Lienau is in Chicago and
Is expected back Tuesday. He has
been on business in Delaware.
Mrs. John Hample and her daugh-
ter Teresa May Hampie leave this
afternoon for Fort Leavenworth. Kas.,
to spend several weeks with relatives.
Bias Duran and wife returned from
Santa Fe yesterday, where they have
been visiting their1 daughter, who is
attending scbrool there. Estancia
News.
Mrs. G. H. Van Stone and children
arrived this noon in Santa Fe from
California. They were met at Albu-
querque by Mr. Van Stone who accom-
panied them here. They will go to
their home in Estancia tomorow morn-
ing.
Assistant Territorial Engineer Neal
is confined In his apartments on south
WJJOUDUu.
SPRING
brings with it a desire for the outdoor life. Children particularly ould
enjoy the pleasures of spring and they can in our CHILDREN SULKIES
whicti are light, durable and just suited to give the babes an outing.
Call to see them, please, and also take a peep at our Library Tables,
Chairs, Rockers, and a vast assortment of rugs, all just received.
"AKERS
-- WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
EXPERT EMBALMERS &
FUNERAL D I RECTORS
W. L. Pet.
Philadelphia ;.. 17 " 5 .773
Pittsburg ... 13 7 .650
New York ... 13 7 .650
Chicago 11 10 .524
Cincinnati 8 8 .500
Boston - ....... 8 15 .348
St. Louis ... ." 5 12 .294
'
Brooklyn ... 5 16 .238
American League.
W. L. Pet
Sheep Receipts 5.500: Market)
strong. Yearlings $4.505.00; weth-- !
'
rs $!.G5; ewes $3.C54.50; lambs
$5.25C40. i!
Chicago, .May 11. Cattle Receipts
5,500. Market steady. Beeves $4.95
6.45; Texas steers $4.605.60; west-
ern steers HS05.60; Stockers and
feeders $4 (ft 5.55; cows and heifers
$2.405.55; calves $4.50ffJ6.75.
Sheep receipts 14,000. , Market
strong to 10 higher. Native $34.85;
western $4.50?t 4.85; yearlings $4.60 j
5.60; lambs, native $4.506.65; west-- '
ern $5.23i6.70. j
Kansas City, May 11. Cattle Re-
ceipts 2,500. including 100 southerns.!
Market steady. Native steers $5.25
6.15; southern steers $45.75; south--
ern cows and heifers $3.25 4.75; na-- ,
tive cows and heifers $36; stockers'
Edith street with a slight illness, but
A NEW BREAKFAST FOOD
A Crisp Wholesome Food
READYTOEAT
Kookt-Ot- e Is a crisp, flaky food to be poured out of the box into the
dish and eaten for breakfast without cooking, but is much better
than other flaked foods could possbly be.
Kookt-Ot- e is far more nourishing and wholesome, the flavor is more
delightful.
All of us know that oats is the world's standard for real nourish-
ment and Kookt-Ot- e represents the best form of oats that has ever
is expected to resume his duties soon.
.870
.526
.526
.524
.500
.421
.391
.227
3
9
9
10
10
11
14
17
Detroit ... . r. . . . .20
New ork 10
Philadelphia .... ... .10
Boston ...... . . . . . .11
Chicago. ....10
Washington
.: 8Cleveland ... ... .... 9
St. Louis ... ... ' 5
Albuquerque Herald.
County School Superintendent and
Mrs. John V. Conway and Mrs. Stew-
art visited the immense ranch of Ben-
jamin F. Pankey near Lamy yesterday
and were hospitably entertained by Western League.W.
X
X
X
X
X
M.
X
X
the first state senator from iSanta Fe
county.
X been produced.
Pet
.765
.643
.13
REMEMBER THIS!
We Bond More People
Than Any Other Company
In the World!
NATIONAL; SURETY COMPANY
SMFe Agency.
Room No. 8, Capital City Bank Building
'
.Phone Black No. 52, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
and feeders $4.755.75; bulls $4 Try a Package
.600 5.25; calves $4.506.75; western
Sioux City
Wichita , . .
Lincoln ; . .
Denver ...
St. Joseph'
Omaha
G. H. Van Stone left for Albuquer-
que yesterday afternoon to meet Mrs.
Van Stone and the children on their
return from California, where they
.600
L.
4
5
.
6
6
7
10
11
16
. 9
. 9
.10 Arkansas Strawberries
-have been spending several months.
.588
.444
.313
.111
steers $4.755.85; western cows $3.25
5.
Sheep Receipts 6,000. Market
steady. Muttons $3.504.50; lambs
So 6.33; fed wethers and yearlings $4
5.50; fed western ewes $3.504.25.
Topeka . .....5
Des Moines . . . 2 H. S. KAUNE & CO.
X
itWHERE THEY PLAY TODAY
National League.
Pittsburg at Philadelphia.
Cincinnati at Boston,
Chicago at New York.
St. Louis at Brooklyn.
American League.
"QUALITY & PURITY" J
They will return to Estancia Friday.
Estancia News.
Hon. N. V. Gallegos, receiver of the
local land office, will leave with his
family next week for a twenty day's
vacation. They will visit Santa Fe,
Las Vegas and Albuquerque and other
New Mexico towns during this time.
Tucumcari News.
C. B. Barker, a mineral inspector
for the government land office in San-
ta Fe, was in Las Vegas today to tes-
tify in the case of the United States
against Mack Highfill, which is oc-
cupying the attention of the United
States court. Las Vegas Optic.
The Dallas Morning News announc-
es the engagement of William Wake-
field Corbet, a civil engineer of Santa
Fe, to 'Miss Mary Tower, daugh-
ter. of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Whiteman
Tower of Dallas, Texas. The wedding
is to take place in June. Mr. Corbet
has an office at present in New York.
Washington at Chicago.
Philadelphia at St. Louis.
New York at Detroit.
Boston at Cleveland. "ALWAYS
THE THINGS THAT WILL BE MOST WORN THIS YEAR
PONGEES AND FOULARDS
In Pongees we have the Silk, Cotton and Mercerized. Also for you
Waists and Gowns, we have
LINENS, MADRAS, LAWNS, BATISTE, REPS, SILKS &
--EVERYTHING
You Could Possible Desire. See Our Stock. '
Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co.
M. - ...... ,, i " . . ..,1, j RELIABLE" iWe have all the latest styles in
Women's & Men's fine Stockings
BETTER
! t
I JOHN PFLUEGER
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
National League.
Cincinnati 8; Boston 7.
New York 11; Chicago 1.
St. Louis 4; Brooklyn 3.
Philadelphia 6; Pittsburg 2.
American League.
Philadelphia 8; St Louis 6.
New York G; Detroit 2.
Chicago 0; Washington 6.
Cleveland 6; Boston 0.
Western League.
Topeka: 11;. Sioux City 7.
' Wichita 8; St. Joseph 2.
.Lincoln 4; Omaha' 3.
Denver 12; Des Moines 7,
CAPTAIN M. S. MURRAY
RETURNS TO ROSWELL.
i
mmimi
Tell Reporter That Santa Fe Is Look-
ing Especially Beautiful at This '
' Time of the Year.
FOR LESS:
i Have You Seen BIG BEN?
Come down and look at him in our window. He is known and sold the ft
ClDCT n acc HArtf- - ennvirc 1 world over for $2.50. A new line medium priceROCK CRYSTAL CUT GLASS
Champagne, Wine & Water Glasses Water Pitchers etc.
"(Rjswell "Dally Record.) "
Capt. :M. S.: Murray returned Sun-
day night from Santa Fe, where he
was called two weeks before ; to re-
port to GovemoiVMlUs aB newly ap-
pointed instroctioa officer of the Na-
tional Guard of New Mexico under
the,U. S. War Departaaent. Captain
l!i
(!
$
' X;
' ( -
For hire at. popular prices Buggies and saddle horses.
C0ttlClS HACK' Llf! 'f 'f THEODORE CORRICK, Prop.5 Phone Black 132. i BUTT BROS. CO.: FranciscoReliable m. H. C. YONTZ, StreetDRUGGISTS
Phone Red 161 :: West Side Plaza
j Murray has been on the retired list
for some Vears and by . the recent or-
der is returned to active service as
American Association.
Kansas City 5; Minneapolis 4.
Toledo 1; Louisville 12.
Columbus 11; Indianapolis 8.
Milwaukee 5 j St. Paul 10. -
Southern League.
Mobile 2; Chattanooga 1. 14 innings
Birmingham 5; Nashville 8.
Montgomery 4; Atlanta 5.
Coast League..
Oakland 4; Los Angeles 2. (Portland 2; San Francisco 3.
Vernon 4; Sacramento 9.
CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
THE VAUGHAN RANCH
(Old Sparks Ranch) .
Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
Best of Food Best of Beds
Cold Pure Spring Water
No Invalids $15 a Week
ifflstructor of the militia of New Mex-
ico and particularly in the Peeos yal-
ley' His original order provided "for
his removal to Santa Fe, but he pre-
vailed upon the department ito allow
Mm to remain in ; Roswell, as this
place is his home." His request was
granted since most of his wqrk is in
the Pecos valley. A resident here,
he can also continue as commandant
of the Light" Battery.
Captain Murray reports that he
found Governor Mills and all the other
officials at the capital well and that
they send their regards to their many
friends In Roswell. He reports ; also
that Santa Fe is looking speciallybeautiful at this time and that all the
WE ARE NOW READY TO
Frame Your Pictures
INTRODUCTORY PRICES-AS- K" FOR THEM
CARDS AND NOVELTIES
Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
SIGN WRITING
First Class Work Guaranteed
PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
309 San Francisco
.Street
- j mm .. na . .- co ana mora Kivers, noiy Ubost, Willow and Bear Creeks
MARKETTKEPORT
MONEY AND METALS.
New York, N. Y., May 11. Call
money steady, " 22 2 percent;
Prime mercantile paper 3 Am-
algamated 63 sugar 117 At- -
Telepaph Glorieta Write Pecos
CONTINUOUS SERVICE DAY AND' NIGHT
WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES
SOLE AGENTS
FOR -
Electric Irons That Stay Hot
' Electric Toasters
Sole agents
FOR
Electric Stoves
Electric --Curling Irons
Electric ' Chafing Dishes
--
,VEIectrp Tea Pots
Santa Fe Water arid Light Com pan f' Water Heaters and Percolaten
a'HE SAOTh FE NxiW JlX-CA- N, SANTA FE, N. M. THURSDAY, MAY 11, 1911.PAGE SIX
GOOD PROGRESS AT
THE ELEPHANT BUTTE3.tAo5jv rv. Pierce's Favorite PrescriptionSi. Louis Rocky 1, 1
Pacific Railway Company,
Road Work is Being Pushed. New
Nine Passenger Gasoline Car
Has Been Received.
GENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW MEXICO. ,
Is the best si all medicines for the cure of diseases,
disorders and weaknesses peculiar to women. It is the
only preparation of its kind devised by a regularly gradu-
ated physician an experienced and skilled specialist in
the diseases of women.
It is a safe medicine in any condition of tne system.
THE ONE REMEDY which contains no alcohol
and no injurious habit-formin- g drugs and which
creates no crav:ng for such stimulants.
THE ONE REMEDY so good that its makers
are not afraid to print its every ingredient on
each outside bottle -- wrapper and attest to the
truthfulness of the same under oath.
Ulead Up)In eSfOt Sept. 1st 19W(Read Down)
from woman's ailments are invited to write ja the names and
addresses here given, for positive proof that Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound does cure female ills.
(Rincon Valley Recorder)
Engle Dam, May ll--- new
motor car has been receiv-
ed, set up, and made its initial trip
Sunday to Reed Junction on the Santa
Fe main line. The run was verv
successfully made, and the car proved
satisfactory in every respect. This
is a Buda friction-driv- e
car.
The temporary bridge across the
river near the dam-sit- e was rebuilt
this week, and one of the donkey en-
gines to be used on flume work was
carried across.
Road work is still being pushed,
new forces oeing added to help this
along. ' ihe river is running pretty
high now, and this is retarding some
work, especially that of the Midland
Bridge Co''' contractors on their
steel wagon bridge work. Four piles
have already been driven on this
work, and temporary bridging for
It is sold by medicine dealers everywhere, and any dealer who hasn't it can
get it. Don't take a substitute of unknown composition for this medicine of
known composition. No counterfeit is as good as the genuine and the druggist
who says something else is "just as good as Dr. Pierce's" is either mistaken
or is trying to deceive you for his own selfish benefit. Such a man is not to.be
trusted. He is trifling with your most priceless possession your health-m- ay
be your life itself. See that you get what you ask for.
1 1 , MiIm'. TAf ION ! 2 12 j 20
"!. i?1: 0 Lv. IV Moines. N. M...Ar' 4 00
7 49 I 4 ' Sumaldo.. J
(15 11 ' 3 fo
20 16 (."spulm? 35 20 Vijtll i If.8 50 25 Tbompscu
.
9 io 31 ('unntneiium f g
9 35 42 ;.. ..Cimon House N.M. .! 1 5o
10 Q9 4 'Ar Katon.V.M. T,ti 1 JO
TTTTTi 2 M ...... Ti 0 ..Lv Raton. N. M Ar 10 15j 57 7 ..Clifton House K'M.. 9 49
3 07 j 48 8 Preston 9 32
3 45 .1 65 Koehler Junction 8 55
3 35 T 2 Koehler 9 05
I4li rTTTTTj 68 llOoifax 8 20
443 76 Oerrososo 8 02
6 00 82 Ar Olmarron Lv 7 45
. ... sin Lv Olmarron Ar am 6 35
. . sis 9H Nash 6 276 17r 2S -- i Harlan
.'J 645 94 Ar Ute Park, N. M...Lv 6 00p ru : p m
APRIL WAS NORMAL
IN TEMPERATURE.
TUBERCULOSIS MOVEMENT
INCREASED 700 CENT.
New Directory Shows 1,500 Agencies
Engaged in Consumption Fight.
600 Cities Are Interested.
Slight Excess in Precipitation
Throughout New Mexico Light
and Killing Frosts.
The month 01 Aprii, 1911, was prac
ilOonnects at Colfax with E. P. S. W. Ry. train both North'aadSoutb.3
SStaBe (or Van HouteD X, M. meets trains at Preston N.lM.t
Stage leaves Ute Park. .V, M for Kllzabethtown. N. M .. at 9:00 Jk. in, dally excepl
undfrys, Fare to ou one way $3.50 round trip: nfty pound baggajre carried tree.
O. & 9. train leaves Das Mcines, N, M- -. for tan south at 11:11 p. ra. arrives from the
th at 4:38 a. m,
From statistics published today in
the new Tuberculosis Directory of the
Tumor Removed.
Elmo,Mo..Mrs.Sarah J.Stuart,E.F.I).No.2,
Box 16.
Peoria,Hl.Mrs. Christina Reed,105SIrandSt.
Natick, Mass. Mrs. Kathan Ii. Greaton, SI
North Main St.
Milwaukee, Wis. Mrs. Emma Imse, 833 lat St.
Chicago, 111.-- Alveiia Sperling, 14Ut)Cly-bourt- te
Ave.
Oalena,Kan.Mrs.R.B.Hnev,713MineralAv.
Victoria, Miss. Mrs. Willie Edwards.
Cincinnati. Ohio. Mrs.W. H. Hough, 7 East-vie-
Ave.
Change of ufe.
Epplng, Jf.H. Mrs. Celia K. Steven.
Streator, lll.-M- rs. J. H. Campbell, 20G North
Second St.
Brooklyn, N.Y. Mrs. Evens, KG Halsey St.
Noah, Ky.Mrs. Lizzio Holland.(Jathamet, Wash. M rs. Elva Barber Ed wards.
Circleville, Ohio.-M- rs. Alice Kirlin, 333 West
Huston St.
Salem, Ind.-M- rs. Lizzie S. Hinkle, K.R.No.3.
New Orleans, La. Mrs. Gaston Blondeuu,1812
Terpsichore St.
Mishawaka, lnd. Mrs. Chas. Bauer, Sr., 5i'3
East Marion St.
Racine,Wis.-M- rs. Katie Kubik, B. 2, Box 51.
BoaverFalls,Pa.Mrs.W.P.Boyd,W10ithAv.
Maternity Troubles.
Bronaugh, Mo. Mrs. D. F. Aleshire.
Phenix, U.I.-M- rs. Wm. O. King, Box 232. ,
CarlsUdt, N.J. Mrs. Louis Fischer, 32 Mon-
roe St.
South San ford. Me. Mrs. Charles A. Austin.
Schenectady,N.Y.-Mrs.H.Porter,- 782 Albany
St.
Taylorrille, lll.-M- rs. Joe Grantham, 825 W.Vandevoer St.
Cincinnati, Ohio. Mrs. Sophia Hoff,515 Mc--
Micken Ave.
Big Bun, Pa.-M- rs. W. E. Pooler.
Philadelphia, Pa.-M- rs. M. Johnston, 210
SiegelSt. BackRche.
Peoria, 111. Mrs. Clara L. Gauwitz, B. It. No.
4, Box 62.
Augusta, Me. Mrs.Winfleld Dana, R.F.I. 2.St. Paul, Minn. Mrs. B. M. Schorn, 1083
Woodbridge St.
Pittsburg, Pa.Mrs. G. Leiser,S219 Kinkaid
St., E.E.
Kearnuv, Mo. Mrs. Thomas Asbnrry.
Blue Island, ill. Mrs. Anna Schwartz, 328
Grove St.
r. m,
other pile work has been done. It is
possible that the bridge company will
build a temporary bridge across the
river, in order to handle the piling
and better keep out of high water.
The mechanics' quarters building,
the big thirty-si- x room house at the
town site, will be completed this
week. This building has been in
course of construction for some time,
WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M.,
C. G. DEDMAN,
Superintendent
Organic Displacements.
Black Duck, Minn. Mrs. Anna Anderson,
Box 19.
Wesleyvllle,Pa.-M- rs. Margie Ester.B.F.I). 1.
Trenton, Mo. SIrs.W. X. Puruull,30; LiiiculuAvenue.
Camden.N J. Mrs. Ella Johnston, 233 Liberty
Chicago, ni.-M- rs. Wm. Tully, 2052 OgdenAvenue.
Palnfnl Periods.
Caledonia, Wis.-M- rs. Ph. Schattner, B..K. 14,Box 64.
Adrian, Mo. Mrs. C. B. Mason, R.B. No. 2.N. Oxford, Mass. Miss Amelia Duso, Box 14.
Baltimore,Ohio. Mrs.A.A.Balenger.R.F.lM.
Negannee, M ich. Mrs. MarvSedlock ,Box 1273.
Orrviile, Ohio. Mrs. E. F. Wagner, Box 620.
Atwater, Ohio. Miss Minnie Muelliauut.
Prairie duChien, Wis. Mrs. Julia Konicheck,
K.No.1.
Irregularity.
Buffalo, X.Y.-M- rs. Clara Darbrake, 17 Marle-nio-nt
St.
Winchester, Ind.-M- rs. May Deal, R.R.No.7.
St. Regis Falls, N.V. Mrs. J. H. Breyere.
Urayville, 111. Mrs. Jessie Schaar, Box 22.
Hudson, 01io.Mrs. Geo. Strickler, B. No. S,
Box 32.
Ovarian Trouble.
Murrayville, 111. Mrs. Chas. Moore, R. R. S.
Philadelphia, Pa.-M- rs. Chas. Boell, 2219 N.
Mole St.
Minneapolis, Minn. Mrs. John G. Moldau,
2115 Second St., North,
Hudson, Ohio. M rs. LenaCarmocinn,R.F. D.7.
Westwood, Md. Mrs. John F. Richards.
Benjamin, Mo. Mrs. Julia Frantz, U.F.I). 1.
Female Weakness.
W.TerreHaute, I ml. Mrs. Artie E. Hamilton.
Elmo, Mo. Mrs. A. C. DaVault.
Lawrence.Iowa. Mrs. JuliaA. Snow, R.No.8.
Utica, Ohio.-M- rs. Mary Earlwine, R. F. 1). 3.
Bellevue, Ohio. Mrs. Charley Chapman, R.F.
1). No. 7.
Elgin, 111. Mrs. Henry Leiseberg, 743 AdamsSt.
Schaefferstown, Pa,Mrs. Cyrus Hetrich.
Cresson, Pa. Mrs. EllaE. Alkey.
Fairchance, Fa. Mrs. Idella A. Dunham, Box
152.
Nervous Prostration. .
Knoxville, 3.
Oronogo, Mo. Mrs. Mae McKnight.
Camden, N.J.-M- rs. W. P.Valentine, 802 Lin-
coln Avenue.
Muddy, lll.-M- rs. May Nolen.
Brookville, Ohio.-M- rs. R. Kinnison.
Fitchville. Ohio. Mrs. C. Cole.
Philadelphia, Pa.-M- rs. Frank Clark, 2416 E.
probably longer than was absolutely
tically normal in temperature, and
somewhat above normal in precipita-
tion. The temperature of the mouth
was quite uniform and no marked ex-
tremes occurred. Brief, moderately
cool periods were recorded on the
Sth, the 13th to 16th, and the 2ith
and 25th. Light to killing frosts were
general during the first two periods
of cool weather, and again in the
northern districts during the third
period, but little or no damage result-
ed, owing to the hardiness of vegeta-
tion because of cool nights. The lGth
was probably the coolest day of the
month.
Rather high temperatures prevailed
at the beginning of the month and
continued over the 2nd. A second
warm period occurred from the 4th
to the 7th; a third from the 19th to
the 23rd, and a fourth from the 29th
to 30th, inclusive, the latter, however,
necessary, on account of delays of ma-
terial; yet the progress has been rap
National Association for the Study
and Prevention of Tuberculosis, it is
ascertained that over GOO cities and
towns of the United States, besides
about 100 in Canada, are engaged in
the war against consumption, and
that on April 1st there were nearly
1,500 different agencies at work in the
crusade, an increase of nearly 700
per cent in the last seven years.
The new directory lists 421 tuber-
culosis sanatoria, hospitals, and day
camps; 511 associations and com-
mittees for the prevention of tuber-
culosis; 324 special dispensaries; 68
open air schools; 98 hospitals for
the insane and penal institutions mak-
ing special provision for their tuber-
culosis inmates; besides giving an
account of the anti tuberculosis' legis-
lation in every state and in about 250
id; and in its finished state it stands
out quite a building, both in size and
efficiency.
ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
Prnm To m Paso' Bisbee, Douia3dnid re and aH p6bsta , NewMe.
ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Tbeace
All the cottages on Seeley Hill have
been taken and many more have been
asked for. This location, from the
number of cottages requested is prov
ing a popular idea.
The large force of plasterers have East Earl, Pa. Mrs. Augustas Lyon,B.F.D2.
Oiipriit.ions Avoided.transferred from the mechanics
quarters to the engineers' cottages onwas mostly confined to the southeastdistrict. The temperature during
cities. The directory, which is the
third of its kind that has ever been
published in this country, gives the
most complete survey of the anti-t- u
Office Hill, wuere several cottages
have been awaiting them. When they
Blkeston, Mo. Mrs. Deina Bethnne,
Gardiner, Me. Mrs. S. A.Williams, 142 Wash-
ington Ave.
Bellevue, Ohio.-M- rs. Edith Wielaud, 2JS
Monroe St.
Mrs. Auguste Vesnermann.
Dexter, Kansas. Mrs. Lizzie Scott.
THE jkEAST
ROUTE WEST
the month was neither us high nor as
low as during April, 1910, nor were complete plastering in these cottages
Allegheny Ave.berculosis movement that can be
Thpsfi women are onlv a few of thousands of livinir witnesses of
it will only be a question of a very
short time before several more of
these buildings will be completed and
secured, and shows the. remarkable
growth of the campaign in. the last
marked excesses or deficiencies noted
in any part of the territory. The
greatest excess (about two degrees a
day) occurred in the northeast and
the northwest parts, while the great-
est deficiency (from one to two de-
grees a day) occurred in the lower
Rio Grande valley.
seven years. The first directory in
1904 showed only 183 organizations
and institutions in uie entire United
occupied.
Headquarters mess is fast assum
ing proportions now, and this build
the power of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to cure female
diseases. Not one of these women ever received compensation in any
form for the use of their names in this advertisement but are will-
ing that we should refer to them hecause of the good they may
do other sulfering women to prove that Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound is a reliable and honest medicine, and that the
statements made in our advertisements regarding its merit are the
truth and nothing but the truth.
ing probably will have been completedStates. The second directory in 1908
reported 649 different agencies, as
compared with 1,440 in the new book.
witnin the month.
XT n .
For rates and full information address
EUGENE FOX, Q- - p- - &t,El Paso Texas.
iw lurniture tor the office hasTaking these figures as a basis, the
movement has in
been ordered and is expected shortly,The office force nas now been occupy-
ing the new building for two weeks night and new men are being employ20 YEARS AGO TODAY
The precipitation of the month av-
eraged fully a third greater than dur-
ing April, 1910. There were two
well defined shower periods; the fir3t
from the second to the eighth, and
the second from the 24th to the 27th.
During the latter period very good
local rains occurred in east and south-
east counties of the territory. Scat
creased in force since 1904, nearly 700
per cent, and since 1908, over 105 per
cent.
ed to increase the force every few--and using the old fixtures, etc., from days.iue via temporary tent office. With (From the New Mexican of this at
1891.)the new building and the new fix
Hotel Arrivals. tures now en route, the home of theoffice men will soon become a finishtered showers also occurred from the
ed and permanent establishment
Roswell is organizinz a local dra-
matic company.
Scarcely a family in White Oaks
has escaped the grip.
A huge church bell has reached
Chama and will be put up in the Park.
View Church.
17th to the 20th. As a rule April is
a very dry month in the lower Rio The main store and supply houseWhen Going has been finished and the first of thisGrande Valley and the southwest,
but the month just closed gave good week saw the old, red store house in
the main camp below robbed of its
supplies and abandoned for the new
i EAST or WEST: aim larger house above. AH lumberand material from the yards below
are being moved out to the new yards
Splendid rains during the past few
days.
The trees set out at San Marcial
College on Arbor Day are growing
nicely.
Messrs, Weber and Wood returned
from the upper Pecos yesterday. They
caught no trout on the trip th Rio
Pecos being very high and the waters
quite too riled for fishing.
Louis Baer, the Albuquerque wool
buyer, came in this morning.
G. W. North, in from Cerrillos, says
the Cash Entry camp is just whoop-
ing things these days. The mine and
concentrator are running day and
at the railroad terminus as fast n
USE THE
Foley's Kidney Remedy Aqjted Quickly.
M. N. George, Irondale, Ala., was
bothered with kidney trouble for
many years. "I was per3uaded to
try Foley's Kidney Remedy, and be-
fore taking- it three days i could-fee- l
its beneficial effects. fhe pain left
my back, my kidney action cleared
up and I am so much better I do not '
hesitate to recommend Foley Kidney
Remedy." For sale by all druggists.
Palace.
Orme S. Wilson, John E. Field, Den-
ver; L. A. Bland, Kansas City; Harry
P. Owen, Albuquerque; C. R. Wise, J.
E. Owzzert, Denver; C. E. Crafton, EI
Puso; T. F. Murphy, Raton; J. E.
Felt mar, Covington, Ky.
Montezuma,
F. B. White, Denver; Mr. and Mrs.
C. L. Pollard, Espanola; Fred R.
B'ackmar, W. L. Brown, S. H. Ted-for-
Espanola; W. A. Balcon, Pueblo;
V. .T. Paradice, Denver; Mrs. J. C. Hal-lu-
and Miss Hallum,' Minneapolis;
Frank Quinn, Denver; F. W. Pearce,
Albuquerque; H. W. Koeneke, Wichi-
ta; Frank J. Burke, A. L. Loiter U.
Kelley, Denver; H. D. Pyke, La
Ind.; J. E. Kelly, San Francis-
co; A. H. Case, Tennessee; R. L. Dod-sc-
Albuquerque.
Coronado.
can be handled. Lumber yards are
becoming congested, owing to the ar-
rival of many new cars; and quite alot of rush work is being done In the
way of building new sheds and skids
as a means of taking care of this
material.
Regular train service has now beeninstalled by the Santa Fe, and,' as a
result, we have trains three times a
week, Tuesdays. Thursdays and
Saturdays.
SHORTEST LINE TO
CALIFORNIAG. W. Osborne, Denver; E. H. Ma- -I Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo j l.hey, Alamosa; W. H. Fisher, Stan
iey; O'Neill Tomonell, Trinidad; La- - EXCURSIONS :
rains, except at a few station, which
reported no precipitation, or but a
trace. Two stations also in the north-
east part of the territory received but
a trace of rainfall, but generally over
the territory the amount and distri-
bution was good. The Pecos valley
was especially favored, while the
Chama, upper Rio Grande, Canadian
and tributaries, were less favored and
show a deficiency for the month,
most marked in eastern Colfax, Mora
and Union counties. Little or no
snowfall occurred, except at the
higher northern station's.
The sunshine of the month aver-
aged below normal; there was but 61
per cent of the total possible amount
at Roswell, and but 6G percent at
Santa Fe, while for the territory as
a whole there 15 clear days, 11 partly
cloudy and four cloudy ones. The
winds of the month were rather high,
especially in the extreme lower Rio
Grande valley, the southwest and
the western plains of the country. A
number of gales occurred, and the
days from the second to the seventh,
12th to 15th and 20th to 23rd were all
more or less windy, with sand storms
at. various places in the lower valleys
and over the plains country. The pre-
vailing direction of the wind was
from the west, although nearly as
many stations reported a southwest-
erly direction.
Temperature.
The mean temperature for the ter-
ritory, determined from the records
of 67 stations having a mean altitude
of about 5,000 feet was 52.5 degrees,
or .4 degrees above the normal, and
was 0.9 degrees less than April, 1910.
The highest local monthly mean was
C5.0 degrees at Carlsbad and the
TICKETS AND RERERVATIONSAT
NEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION
SAN FRANCISCO,
OAKLAND,
May, 12, 13, 14,
$50.90
SAN DIEQO,
LOS ANGELES,
May," 12, 13, 14,
$49.15
roy Drake, Oklahoma; A. E. Kolb,
Moriarty; J. F. Rucker, Alamosa.
Capital.
T. S. Jordan, Kerens, Texas; Mrs.
Haden and daughter, El Paso; V. M.
Williams, Aztec; Flavio Luna, Rich-
ard Oakley, Rafael Luna, Eloy Mar-
tinez, Rosendo Fernandez, Abel Var-
gas, Taos; B. Harrison, New Mexico;
Geo. F. Meek, Moriarty; S. W. John-
son, Taos.
DEPOT
4
4
4
G. A. R.
ENCAMPMENT
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
May 17-1- 8
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
before the Territorial Supreme Court
i Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M
In the Wake of the Measles.
The little son of Mrs. 0. B. Palmer,
Little Rock, Ark., had the measles.
The result was a severe cough which
grew worse and he could not sleep.
She says: "One bottle of Foley Honey
and Tar Compound completely cured
him and he has never been bothered
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.,
One way via Portland or Seattle, May, 12, 13, 14, 29, 30, & 31
$68.35
Return Limit, July 31st, 1911
"SANTA FE ALL THE WAY"
For Particulars Call on, or Address,
II. S. LUTZ, Agent.
Santa Fe, N. M.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW i
One and one fifth fare from all points in
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-at-La-
Practice in tje Distri t Court as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the territory.
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
since. Croup, whooping cough, meas
new incAito, aiso ci paso and Trinidad
to Albuquerque and return.les cough, all yield to Foley"s Honey
and Tar Compound. The genuine
is in the yellow packages always. Re $4.15
From Santa Fe, N. M
fuse substitutes. For sale by all
druggists.
PAU lTa.V. W ALTER
Attorney-It-La-
Santa Fe, - - - New Mexico
WILLIAM McKEAN
Attorney-at-La-
Mining and Land Law.
Xaos, New Mexico.
C. W. G. WARD
Territorial District Attorn y
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
PROBERT & COMPANY
Investments
Lai ds, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Money Loaned for Investors
We have for sale general stocks of
Dates of Sale May 15, 16,17. i 4SS4ZZ!!WieIS4nS4e4nsReturn Limit, May 20tb, 1911
"Santa Fe All The Way"
Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard
and other Business Opportunities MULLIGAN & RKINGthroughout Taos county.Bank References Furnished
Taos, New Mexico.
DR. C. M. RILEY,
HOME REMEDY CAUSES
DEATH OF MAN.
Colorado Springs, May 11. An au-
topsy on the body of E. M. Chambar-lai- n
revealed the cause of death as
acute inflammation of the stomach
and bowels, believed to have been
caused by medicine'Chamberlain took
two hours before he died in Manitou
last night. The result of the autopsy
will be reported to Coroner Jackson.
Chamberlain is survived by his wife
and mother. Chamberlain took the
medicine, it is stated, for a tapeworm
The medicine, it is said, was a family
remedy sent to Chamberlain from his
former home at Joplin, Mo.
ATLANTA CITY, N. J. fFUNERAL DIRECTORS!
Chas. F. Easley. Chas. R. Easley.
EASLEY & EASLEY.
Attorneys at Law.
' Practice in the courts and before
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Veterinary Physician and Surgeon.
Graduate of McKillep's Veterinary
College of Chicago. General Assembly
130 REDSanta Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan- - DAY NIGHTPHONIC 108 PALAOS,AVE
cia, N. M.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Dentistry a Specialty
Office: Chas. CIos3on's Barn.
Day Phone Black 9.
. Sight Phone, Main 134.
PICTURE FRJkftlhG TASTEFULLY AND SATISFACTORILY DONE.
highest recorded was 92 degrees at
the same station on the the 23rd.
The lowest local monthly mean was
37.8 degrees at Elizabethtown, and
the lowest recorded 11 degrees at the
same station on the 2nd. The greal
est local monthly range in tempera-
ture was 03 degrees at Fruitland, and
the least 40 degrees at Carrlzozo,
while the greatest local daily range
was 58 at Springer on the 19th. The
district averages were as follows:
No. 7 (Canadian and Northeast)
51.7; No. 8 (Pecos and Rio Grande)
52.9; No 9 (Western) 52.9 degrees.
Precipitation,
The average precipitation for the
territory, determined from the rec-
ords of I3C stations, was 0.90 inch, or
0.0S inch above the normal and 0.29
inch greater than April, 1910. The
greatest amount was near Lykins,
western Roosevelt county, 4.01 inches,
and the least none at Heraianas and
Redrock, while but a trace occurred
at Cuervo, Rodeo and Valley. The
greatest amount in any 24 hours was
2.22 inches at Artesia oh the 24th-25t-
The average snowfall was .6
inch. There was an average of four
days with 0.01 inch or more of precipi-
tation. The district averages were as
follows: No. 7, 0.70; No. 8, 1.15; No.
9 0.44 inch.
CHARLES ii. LINNEY,
Section Director.
E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-
' Practice in the District and Su- -
Presbyterian Church
May I7th-Ju- ne 1st.
$91.30
Round Trip Rate From
SANTA FE, N. M.
nreme Courts. Prompt and careful
attention given to all business. ROSWELL AUTO CO., ROSWELL, N. M.Santa Fe. New Mexico
HARRY D. MOULTON
Dates of sale, May 14-1- 6 Baggage allowance 100 lbs. toeach regular ticket, excess baggageAttorney-at-La-
at. the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.Return Limit,
June 4th, 1911
WEAK, COLD SPELLS.
Wilmington, N. C. Mrs. Cora L.
Rilter, of this place, says: "I used
to have headaches, and blind dizzy
spells, and weak cold spells went all
over me. I had different doctors,
but they were unable to tell me what
was wrong, so I began to take Car-du- i.
I am now all right, in good
health, and better than I have been
for 10 years." Cardui is a remedy for
women, which has been helping sick
women for nearly a lifetime. Tou
can absolutely rely upon It. Other
people have done the testing and you
should profit by their experience.
Cardui has benefited a million wo-
men. : Why not you? Begin taking
Cardui today.
Herewith are some bargains offered
b the New Mexican Printing com-
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1397, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
Pleading forms, 15; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10.
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
of New Mexico, 1889, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
full leather $3. Sheriff's Flexible
Cover Pockt Dockets, single, $1.25;
two or more books, $1 each. . New
Supreme Court Reports, Nos.
3 and 10 Inclusive, $3.30 each. Com-
pilation Corporation La.rs, 75 c. Com-
pilation Mining Laws, 0 c Money's
Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.
. Carrying the TJ. S. mail and pas-
sengers between Vaughn, N. and
Roswell, N. M connecting with the
EI Paso A Southwestern and Rock d
Railroads and the Atchison, To-pek-a
ft Santa Fe Railroad..
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., ar-
rive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
Leaves Roswell at 12:80 a. n, ar-
rive ia Vaughn at 5:30 p. m. f '
' 8anta Fe, N. M.
' ' Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O,
We are equipped to carry any kind
of trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs.
Special rates are given for excur-
sions, for eight or more passengers.
For further information, write the
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M. I
11 NTake the Santa FeLand Claims and Contests a Specialty
to ChicageO. W. PRICHARD
' ' Attorney and Counsellor at Law If you want anything on arth-- in J W. STOCKA RD. MANAGEB' practice in all the District Courtna fl special attention to cases a New Mexican Want AM.
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WANTS
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
In the District Court in and for the
County of Santa Fe,
Territory of New Mexico.
iHtition of the Santa Fe Water and
Light Company, a corporation, for
A STRANGE STORY.
Argyle, Mich. Mrs. Wa, H. Car-
son, in a letter from Argyle, says:
"I was almost wild .from pain in my
head, and other severe pains, due to
womanly troubles. Cardui gave me
19n9 was ?1,085,177, with an average
of 31 cents a gallon.
The report shows the production by
states with names of springs and
other details. It can be obtained on
application to the Director of the
THE FORUM ? ADVERTISING NUGGETSBY WM. C. FREEMAN gg The church that will advertise 5
A that its minister is a human be-- 2
j ing, that he loves humanity, that 5
A its choir sings the old hymns jj
j toil sings them well, that will t
A welcome strangers, that will
jf open up its pews cordially just
5 as a man opens the door of his 2? home to a friend such a church
A very true version ot tis case ap-
peared recently in "Life," in which it
said that when a girl is 18, her idea
of an ideal husband is that he must
be handsome, rich, prominent, popular
kind, honorable, and he must be a
man. When she is 25, the man must
be rich, kind, honorable, handsome
and he must be a man. At 30, he
must be rich and handsome; and
when she is 35, all her ideals have
been laid aside and her husband must
be a man.
Of course, we do not say that a
girl should marry the first fool that
comes along, but should a nice, hon-
orable young man propose for whom
she cares, she ahould drop all foolish
"ideals" and use good sound judg-
ment whether she should marry or
not as, no matter how beautiful she
is, she may never get another chance.
Of course, if she doesn't want to mar
the condemnation of certain lands',
lying and being in the county of i
Santa Fe, Territory of New Mexico,!
Petitioner.
vs. No. C773.
Ramon Trujillo and David Rodriguez,
find the unknown claimants of the
lands and premises described in the
complaint. Defendants.
This is to notify the unknown
claimants of the lands and premises
described below that a suit has been
filed in the district court of the coun-
ty of Santa Fe, by the above named
petitioner against said defendants for
the condemnation of a tract of land
described, as follows:
A certain tract of land beginning at
a point on the east side of the Pecos
road, from which the eastern corner
of the land belonging to Bronson M.
Cutting bears south 61 51' West,
5S.8 feet, distance and also from
which the flag pole of the Capitol
bears North 34 5' West; thence
North Sl 9' East 1101.1 feet; thence
North 81 49' East 496.4 feet; thence
78 3S' East, 211.0 feet; thence North
80 02' East, 205.1 feet; thence North
79 36' East, 574.0 feet; thence North
78 40' East, 173.4 feet; thence North
81 10', 275.S feet; thence North 80"
28' East, 390.5 feet; thence North 81
38' East, 665.7 feet; thence North
79 23' East, 103.0 feet to the West
line of the right of way of the Talaya
Hill reservoir and from said point ten
feet south and returning a distance of
ten feet south from the line described
above to the Pecos road, and from
thence ten feet to the point of begin-
ning.
Said condemnation being for the
purpose of acquiring right of way for
a pipe line desired by the plaintiff
for conducting water for the use of
the inhabitants of the city of Santa
Fe living adjacent to the said pipe
line, and all parties claiming interest
in said lands are hereby notified that
the petition filed on the 21st day of
April, 1911, for said purpose .will be
presented to the Honorable John R.
McFie, Judge of the District Court,
in and for the County of Santa Fe, on
the 19th day of May, 1911, at his
chambers in the city of Santa Fe, at
10 a. m., and an order for the appoint
ment of commissioners for the ap-
praisal of said lands obtained at said
date, at which time and place the
unknown claimants of said lands may
appear in opposition of said petition
and the appointment of said commis
sioners.
IX WITNESS WHEREOF, I have
hereunto set my hand and affixed the
seal of said court, at Santa Fe, this
20th day of April, 1911.
EDW. L. SAFFORD,
(Seal) Clerk of the First District.
Hanna & Wilson, Attorneys for Pe
titioners, office and postofflce address
Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
Coal Land.
May 4, 1911,
Notice Is hereby given that Agrl-pin- a
Delgado de Gonzales, of Santa
Fe, N. M., who, on April 13, 1906,
made homestead entry, No. 9210-0738-
for Lots 3 and 4, SW. 4 NW.
4 Sec. 4, SE. 4 NE. Sec. 5,
Township 14 N. Range 9 E. N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Final five year Proof, to es-
tablish claim to the land above de
scribed, before Register or Receiver,
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 6th day of July, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanlslao Pena,
Agustin Montoya, Jose Ortiz y Pino,
all of Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
Pecos Forest. Not Coal Land.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
April 27, 1911.
NOTICE is hereby given that Fran-
cisco R. Montoya, ot Glorieta, N. M.,
who, on April 18, 1906, made home-
stead eutry, No. 9234-0739- for SE
Section 32, Township 16 N.,
Range 11 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Fi-
nal five-yea- r proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
Register or Receiver of the I7. S.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 23rd day of June, 1911.
Claimant names as witness: Jesus
Gonzales y Roybal, Tiburcio Mon-
toya, Esquibel Ortiz, all of Glorieta,
N M., and Jose Martinez, of Santa Fe,
N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Coal Land.)
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
May 4, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Cornelia
Gonzales, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
April 13, 1906, made homestead entry
No. 9211-0738- for SW 4 NE NW
4 SE NY 2 SW 1-- section 5,
township 14 N., range 9 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed' notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to es-
tablish claim to the land above de-
scribed, before register or receiver, U.
S, land office at Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 6th day of July 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanlslao Pena,
Agustin Montoya, and Jose Ortiz y
Pino, all of Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Is there anything else in this world
that is of more importance to you
than good digestion? Food must be
eaten to sustain life and must be
digested and converted into blood.
When the digestion fails the whole
body suffers. Chamberlain's Tab-
lets are rational and a reliable cure
lor Indigestion. They increase the
flow of bile, purify the blood, strength-
en the stomach, and tone up the di-
gestive apparatus to a natural and
healthy condition. For sale by all
FOR SAKE Good Jersey milch
cow. Inquire at this office.
FOR RENT Six roomed house, fur-
nished or unfurnished. D. S. Lowitzki.
FOR RENT Nicely gurnished front
room for one or two gentlemen. 104
Grant avenue.
FOR SALE Household goods and
furnishings at 301 Galisteo street
Call at any time.
FOR RENT Modern brick house,
beautiful rooms, bath, large yard, fine
location, $16 per month. 22S Agua
Fria St. J. W. Dudrow.
TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup-
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes bandied.
All repair work and typewriters guar-
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex-
change. Phone 231.
PUBLIC LAND SCRIP Scrip will
pass title to government land without
Htlement, residence or cultivation.
Title to unsurveyed land cannot be
procured in any other manner. By
use of scrip costly, tedious and dan-
gerous contests may be averted. Write
today for full particulars. Fen S. h.
210 Fleming Bldg., Phoenix,1
Arizona.
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.
Montezuma Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Regular communl-- .
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic Hall st
7.30.
H. H. DORMAN,
Master
CHAS. E. LINNEi, Secretary.
Santa Fe Chapter No.
1, R. A. M. Regular
convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall ar
7:30 p. m.
JOHN 11. WALKER.
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
Santa Fe Commander
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Mon-
day In each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30
p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
Santa Fe Lodge or
Perfection No. 1, 14th
degree. Ancient and Ac-
cepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scotish Rite Masons are cor-
dially invited to attend.
S. SPITZ, 32
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
Secretary.
B. P. O. E.
Santa Fe Lodge No.
460, B. P. O. E. holds
its regular session on
the second and fourth
Wednesday of each
month. Visiting broth-
ers are invited and
welcome.
A. J. FISCHER,
J. D. SENA, Exalted Ruler.
Secretary.
Independent Order ot Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80. T. O. B. holds
Its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
flrst and third Friday. Visiting Broth
ers are always welcome.
EDWARD C BURKE,
President
C. J. NEIS,
Secretary.
F, W. FARMER
Homestead No.
2879.
Brotherhood of
American Yeomen
Meets Second
and Fourth Thurs-
days, Delgado's
Hall. H. Foreman,
C. G. Richie, Cor.
Sec. Mrs. Daisy
Farmer.
TIME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS
The following are the time tables
of the local railroads:
Leeve
8.10 a.,m. connect with No 3 west-
bound, No. 10 eastbound.
Returning arrive U Santa Fe 12:10
p. m.
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, .west- -
bound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 8:30
p. m.
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
Returning arriv at San .a Fe 11:1V
p. m.
D. & R. G. Ry.
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north-Arriv-e
S: 35 p. m. from north. '
New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 7:30 a. m connects with No.
34 east and 33 outh and west
Arrive 8 p. with connections
great relief at once. Further use i
of Cardui raised me from my bed of
agony. Cardui saved my life, and
I can't be thankful enough for what
it did for me." Whether seriously
sick, or simply ailing, take Cardui,
the woman's tonic. As a general
tonic for women, to Improve the ap-
petite and build up the constitutloa
Cardui is in a class by itself. Those
who have used it say it does the
work; it relieves, it cures. Try it
Your druggist has It.
TOPOGRAPHIC MAP OF
A REMARKABLE DISTRICT.
Mount Lyell Quadrangle, California,
Includes Part of High Sierras and
Famous Mono Lake.
The United States Geological Sur-
vey's topographic map or the Mount
Lyll quadrangle, California, which
was recently brought up to date by
field surveys has just been reprinted.
It shows a fine piece of mapping of a
remarkable part of the high Sierra.
The area mapped affords one of the
best illustrations of the old lowland
plain which, uplifted in early geologic
time, now forms the crest of the
Sierra in California to the west and i
south of Mount Dana and Kuna and
Koip peaks. The quadrangle con-
tains a portion of the famous Mono
Lake, which is about 15 miles in dia-
meter. This lake has no outlet
and lies in a beautiful mountain val-
ley where there are perhaps 20,000
acres oi volcanic iana inai unaer lrn- -
gation will yield large crops of alfal- - j
fa, grass and other products. To
the west and southwest extends the
great backbone of the Sierra with a
multitude of peaks which tower to a
height of 10,000, 11,000, 12,000, 13,000
feet and even higher. South of the
lake are the Mono craters, once ac-
tive volcanoes, and one or more sim
ilar craters are probably covered by
the lake itself.
Water Power Streams.
Tuolumne, Merced, and San Joaquin
rivers head in this high mountain re-
gion. The Tuolumne flows through
the beautiful Hetch Hetchy valley
and the Merced through the more fam-
ous Yosemite valley in the Yosemite
National Park. On all these streams
there are splendid water powers; In-- 1
deed, the Tuolumne and the San Joa-
quin, whose waters merge in the re-
gion to the northwest of the Mount
Lyell quadrangle, have probably as
great if not greater possibilities for
the development of water power than
any other two streams in California.
Portions of the Mono and Sierra na
tional forests are included in this
area.
The fine forest area on the west
slope of the mountain is one of the
most striking examples, of beautiful
rugged mountain country west of
the Sierra divide, where there is
.abundant verdure and ample water
power. Immediately to the east, in
Pumice valley and around Mono Lake
is the border of the great Nevada
desert. Looking down upon this
desert country and upon Mono Lake is
Mount Dana, 13,050 feet in height, the
descent from its peak to Mono Lake,
a distance of 8 miles, being 7,638
feet.
Glaciers and Trout Streams.
Many examples of fine glacial sculp
turing are found in the Mount Lyell
quadrangle and the region abounds in
large and small glacial lakes and
streams which are alive with trout of
many varieties. A number of pictur
esque glaciers contribute to the wa
ter supply.
Lyell canyon, heading on Mount
Lyell at an altitude of 13,090 feet, is
a splendid glaciated canyon,
tne original gorge havingbeen scoured and ground into its pres-
ent form by the irresistible
of the ice flow. In the southern por-
tion of the quadrangle is the Devil's
Post Pile, a great mass of basaltic
columns rightfully regarded as one of
the natural wonders of the Sierra. In
the vicinity of Iron mountain and
the Minareta is a highly mineralized
section in which gold, silver, copper
and iron show good prospects. -
The quadrangle is traversed by
many trails and some good roads,
which are frequented each year by
mountain-lovin- g tourists. In 1909, the
state built a road from LeeviningCreek to. the Tioga road leading to
Tioga Lake, making a through route
across the mountains. ; This road
opens easy communicatio- from the
entire Nevada desert country, includ-
ing the Mono Lake, Tonopah, Gold-fiel-
Death Valley and Owens River
regions through to the coast. The
only other available wagon roads are
those over Senora Pass, SO miles to
the north, and .Walker Pass, 200
miles to the south.
The Mount Lyell map Is sold by
the Geological Survey at Washington
at the nominal price of 5 cents. A
portion of the quadrangle is included
in the area shown on the Yosemite
National Park administrative map,
the pocket edition of which, bound
in covers, is sold at 35 cents singly,
or 21 cents each if at least fifteen
are purchased.
'!.';SEVEN MILLION DOLLARS
y v FOR MINERAL WATERS.
The sale of mineral water In the
United States during 1909, accordingto the United States Geological Sur-
vey, represented a value of $6,894,134,
a slight Increase over the figures for
1908. The quantity sold was 64,674,-48-6
gallons and the average retail
price was 11 cents a gallon. In add-
ition to this quantity over 6,000,000
gallons were estimated to, have been
used in the manufacture of soft
drinks. The tables given in the re-
port show a steady Increase in the
production of mineral waters for the
last 25 years, the figures for 1885
being 1,312,845 gallons. - The value
of the Imports of mineral water In
Survey at Washington.
EDITORIAL FLASHES
A Filthy Habit.
The crusade against spitting in
public places is on in the Duke City.
The time is at hand for the enforce-
ment of such an ordinance through-
out the territory. Raton Range.
Boy Scouts.
From all over the country, not for-
getting that New Mexico is still
a part of the "country" come reports
of the movement of the Boy Scouts.
Every town of any size in our terri-
tory has an active and growing or-
ganization, Raton excepted. Sure
thing, if we don't get busy aiong this
line pretty soon, others will have the
right to call us slow, and Raton' is
not tnat "yet, nor soon." Raton
Range.
And Santa Fe Too!
The city park commission deserves
congratulations upon the beautiful ap
pearance of Robinson park this sum-
mer. Steady and expert work on this
triangle has made it one of the most
beautiful little spots to be found in
any city in the southwest and Albu
querque should be proud of it. Care
ful gardening, trimming of the edges,
proper care of the trees, industry and
a little artistic sense combined with
irenei-ou- RnHnklini? nnrt mnist
spring have resulted in an oasis which
is refreshing to the eye and to the
spirit while the dignity and cool
shade of the big Cottonwood trees add
the touch of stateliness which invari-
ably evokes involuntary expressions
of admiration from the visitor. There
is nothing even in the Pecos valley
more beautiful than Robinson park es-
pecially at this season when the park
in addition to being a bower of green
is a riot of color with the immense
masses of roses now in bloom.
Robinson park is a little triumph of
landscape gardening and civic pride
and the park commission deserves a
vote of thanks.. They are bidden all
speed in their slowly maturing im-
provements on the east side of the
citjr- - tIle Highland park, which when
completed will fill an even more deep
ly felt want, in a section where there
are fewer trees and more need of a
place for public rest and relaxation.
The building of the artistic driveway
at the site of the Highland park and
the grading of the ground for the
park itself have been completed and
promise another beauty spot which
will rival Robinson park.
Both will be invaluable civic assets.
Albuquerque has derived enough bene-
fit from Robinson park to pay for its
cost many many times over and it
must be remembered that we are now
building for the future. If we keep up
our lick and work early and late for
better highways Albuquerque and en
virons should become one of the gar
den spots of the southwest, a mag-
nificent city of homes as well as a
commercial metropolis. Albuqu erque
Journal.
NOTICE.
Proposals will be received by the
Board of County Commissioners of
Santa Fe County. New Mexico, for
plans and specifications of three
bridges to be constructed, one over the
Santa Fe river on Canon road within
the limits of the city of Santa Fe.
One at the town of Galisteo, across
the Galisteo river at a point which will
be designated by the chairman of the
board of county commissioners, and
one other member of the board.
One across the Galisteo river at the
town of Los Cerrillos, at a point to
be designated by the chairman of the
board and one other member of the
board of county commissioners.
Said plans and specifications for
said bridges or either of them to be
submitted to the said board of county
commissioners on or before the first
day of June, A. D., 1911; at the office
of the probate clerk of the county of
Santa Fe, N. M., at the court house in
the city of Santa Fe, N. M., at which
time the different plans and specifica-
tions for each of said bridges, after
which bids will be called for, on or
before the first Monday in July for
the construction of said bridges or
either of them, as the board may elect,
and only the plan and specifications
which may be adopted, for each of
said bridges will be paid for; but the
proposal shall contain the amount of
charge, which will be made for the
plan and specification if accepted.
The parties proposing plana and spe
clficatlons, will be required to inform
themselves as to the particular loca-
tions at which each of the said
bridges, is to be constructed, also the
particular conditions existing at each
of the said locations, which will enter
into the matter of the construction of
said bridge or bridges.
The board reserves the right of re-
jecting any and all proposals.
I. SPARKS,
Chairman of the Board
GEO. W. ARMIJO,
Clerk of the Board;.
Foley Kidney Puis aiso take hold of
your system and help you to rid your-
self of your dragging backache, dull
headache, nervousness, Impaired eye-
sight, and all. the ills resulting from
the Impaired action of your kidneys
and bladder. Remember it Is Foley
Kidney Pills that do this. For sale
by all druggists.
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connections made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Roswell. daily.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roe-we-
at 8:30 a. m- - arrives at Ros--
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vauehn at 6 p. m. The
'are between Santa F and Torrance
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto-
mobile by wire. J. W Suockard. i
A World-Ol- d Problem.
Santa Fe. N. M.,' May 10, 1911.
To the New Mexican:
A famous actress in New York re-
cently said that there were not
enough marriageable men in the
East to supply the demand as there
were thousands ot pretty girls who
would marry were they but asked. It
is the rich girl, the girl with the
"dough," who captures the young man
and it is an every-da- y occurrence for
a wealthy girl to marry a poor, strug-
gling, ICO a month clerk.
We beg to disagree with the act-res-
in one respect, and that is about
the supply of young men. We be-
lieve it is more a case of "cold feet"
as with the present high cost of liv-
ing a man has to make a pretty fair
income if he intends to support a
family, and the young man of today
with a small salary can barely sup-
port himself much less a wife. As
was said before, there are thousands of
pretty girls who have to support
themselves in the cities and would
willingly marry and at least get a
part of the burden off their shoulders,
but no, the young man of today is not
looking for someone to support, he is
looking for someone to support him!
This is the only reason why the de-
mand runs short, and it is only the
rich girl who captures them now, let-
ting her less fortunate sister taie
care of herself.
A young girl's romantic thoughts
are usually the cause of many an un-
happy spinster, and probably many
beautiful girls who have been propos-
ed to by some nice young man have
refused him because "he failed to
toe the mark," of what her high, ro-
mantic ideals of a husband were, and
would wait until the right one came.
Probably she is still waiting. "Repent-et- h
at leisure," is probably suitable in
this case. One or the serious
troubles with young men of today is
that they are too confident that they
can marry whom they please, as can
be said of the girls that they are too
sure they will be proposed to by the
man of their choice.
TOHATCHI INDjAN SCHOOL ;
AND REFORMED MISSION,
Work That is Being Done For and
Among Navajoes Twenty-Fiv- e
Miles North of Gallup.
(McKinley County Republican.)
To a great many the name Tohatchi
is but a name on the map, a bare
scot in the unknown somewhere. I
think I could prove to you that it is
not an uninteresting place, after all.
It lies 25 miles due north of Gallup
just at the foot of the Chuskai Range.
Oldest of its institutions is its trad-
ing post owned by A. Arnold, one of
the busiest points on the reservation.
The present owner took possession
about two years ago, has wonderfully
improved the appearance of the pro-
perty, ' built a handsome cottage for
himself and lamily, and his business
surely shows signs of prosperity;
his freight teams are sent to Gallup
at least twice a week and very fre-
quently oftener.
Next in age is the U. S. Indian
'school; it grew from a very little
plant in charge of Mrs. E. D. Devine,
and developed until the present well-equipp-
institution has been attain-
ed. It lays claim to being one of the
most homelike institutions in the U.
S. Indian service. About 190 Nava-
jo pupils are provided for and under
the efficient efforts of the principal,
G. W. Conrad, his pupils are making
very creditable strides toward ob-
taining a white man's education. The
Navajoes are graduany beginning to
see the value of educating their child-
ren and every fall more children are
brought than can be accomodated
and some have to be turned away. It
is estimated that there are still about
5,000 Navajo children of school age
not in school and no provision made
for them. The government and its
various missions, however, are mak-
ing strnog efforts in that line and
another decade wilt see a remarkable
change. .
Another institution to be mentioned
is the Chreslia Reformed Mission, es
tablished in 1833, and since 1900 in
charge of the present missionary,
Rev. L. P. Brink. This mission
claims to have the most beautiful
church edifice in the country, built
last summer at a cost tf $7,000. It
has a native membership of 70 Nava- -
jos; all members in full communion
except four who aTe under age, child-
ren of native Christian parents.
Connected with this mission is one
native missionary who devotes his
time to evangelizing his people by
visiting them from hogan to hogan
and testifying to the power of the gos-
pel in his own heart. Ibe was the
missionaries' right hand man a num
ber of years and under the mission
ary's constant instruction has attain
'
ed his present equipment for wider
service. On account of his work
among his people he is known every-
where as "Pine ; Anlchode," ., the
Navajo preacher. The mission also
maintains a training school for na-
tive Christian workers. , Three young
men are being Instructed at present
and it is expected that more will be
added to their number next fall. Be-
sides the regular common school
branches and Biblical instructions,
they are taught to read the scriptures
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George Washington has had 5
attached to his name an adver-
tisement that has lived about
170 years, because he was a slip
of a boy when his father ac-
cused him of cutting down a
cherry tree, and he acknowl-
edged that he had done so by
saying:
"Yes, I did it, father; I can-
not tell a lie."
There has never been record-
ed, so far as I know, any state-
ment contradicting that George
Washington said this, so the
advertisement may be accepted
as a truthful advertisement.
Many a merchant thinks he
cannot afford to advertise when
he looks at the big space used
by big advertisers. He forgets
that those same big advertisers
had to start in a small way bad
to creep before they walked.
No man should be discouraged
about starting advertising in a
small way. It is the only way
he should start, and it will pay.
for example:
Two advertisers started using
two-Inc- h advertisements in two
newspapers In a big city some
two've years ago.
The advertisements ran three
times a week, and they paid
for position. Their announce-
ments always appeared on the
same page and they were there
regularly, fail and winter, spring
and summer.
Today both advertisers are
doing a very large business and
each is worth more than mil- -
Jt lion dollars. j
HONESTY FIRST REQUISITE
Underlying Principle of Successful
Advertising H. N. McKinney
Tells Harvard Students.
The students of the graduate school
of business administration at Harvard
university were told some facts about
advertising recently by H. N. McKin
ney of Philadelphia. He took for his
topic, "Advertising a Power in the
Molding of Thought." Mr. McKinney
Is connected with N. W. Ayer & Son,
an advertising agency of Philadelphia.
"Advertising is the art of creating a
desire, or increasing an already exist-
ing desire, and fixing it upon some cer-
tain article until that article is pur-
chased. Advertising is the silent
salesman, repeating the selling argu-
ment until It fastens Itself in the mind
of the reader. Advertising is not a
scheme. It is not an
easy road to success. It Is a hard,
painstaking study of human nature In
ill its phases, and its success Is an
evidence of a correct understanding of
the human mind.
"The underlying principle of all ad-
vertising is always the same the ap-
plication of the principle is rarely
twice alike. The principle is the crea-
tion of thought, and the molding o!
that thought in a given direction. It
matters not whether the article adver-
tised is a railroad bond, a diamond
bracelet or a package of food; the ob-
ject of the advertiser is to create a de-sir-e
for that particular thing so In-
tense that a sale follows.
"While the principle Is unchanging
and unchangeable, the application of
It must be fitted to each individual
case, and not a small part of many ad-
vertising failures is due to the assump-
tion that because a certain line of ad-
vertising has been successful in one
cse it will be in another. The right
principle was wrongly applied, with
resulting failure.
"The first and most important requl.
site of all advertising is honesty; no
success can Be permanent unless hon-
esty Is the foundation upon which
everything else Is built. The article
advertised must be honest in its manu-
facture, In Its appearance and in its
price, while the advertising must be
honest and truthful in all statements
and in all Impressions and Inferences.
"I believe that at least one-hal- f of
the hundreds of millions of dollars an-
nually expended in advertising fn all
the United States is utterly wasted,
and this is very largely because of the
popular idea that anybody can attend
to the advertising of a business."
"It never hurts any business jto quote high prices on high yi Duality." Profitable Advertising.? :
The Wise Salesman.
The wise salesman is not the man
who has a line of talk that would "sell
kindling wood in hades." The wise one
would market his kindling wood
where be could hope for a repeat or-
der.
Sufficient Cause.
She How is it that the Vearwedds
do not speak to you now?
He I'm the man who introduced
them to each other. .
Tit for Tst
"Why was Maggies so angry with
his wtfer
"Because she took the money to pay
for her new harem skirt that he In-
tended to use for his Turkish ciga-
rettes."
a Miss MS8V Always Comes Back.
1 suppose you are writing for pos-
terity r .wv
"No, I seem to be writing merely for
the purpose) ot inereaslac the sostal
revenues."
ry at all that is another question
and she should Tefus every man who
comes along, but, the girl who waits
for an ideal husband may have to
wait until she gets to heaven before
she finds him.
It is man's duty to propose to the
girl he goes with as many a young
girl, believing that her lover intended
matrimony, has discouraged other
young men from showing attention to
her, only to find that he was going
with her merely for the sake of enter-
tainment. Probably this girl wouldkoitn r. A ! . ,ie uau a, cuiiuw iu marry auomer, j
out tney kept away believing that
she was betrothed to him. If things
keep on as they have been within the
last year with men wearing corsets
and women wanting to vote and wear
trousers, the time will come when it
shall be the girl's duty to propose,h will be a good thing when the girl
is in love with some bashful, tongue-tie- d
young chap,' but we hardly be-
lieve that the more intelligent class
of men would stand for it, as only a
"masculine girl," whom the majority
of the men do not care for, would
have the "cheek" to propose. Men
are sensitive, too.
J. W. R.
in their own language (Genesis and
.u-
- n- -, .
Rev. Brink, being published by the
American Bible Society, and other
translations are in process of making)
Mechanical drawing, practical car-
pentry; painting, and type setting
are taught. The mission has its own
printing plant, which though small, is
capable of development. Instructing
thse young men, the mission is ably
assisted by one of the be3t educated
Navajos, J. C. Morgan, a graduate of
Grand Junction and Hampton Insti
tute.
Regular services are conducted as
follows :
Sunday, 9 a. m., Sabbath school.
Seven classes, four white and three
Navajo teachers. 10 a. m. preaching
services in English. 2:30 p. m. Nava-
jo service. 7. p. nr. preaching ser-
vice in English. On Wednesday and
Saturday evenings classes are held
for religious instruction. Irregular
services are held at any time, any-
where, whenever the missionary or
his assistant see the opportunity. '
The government is planning to en-
large its present plant, and the mis-
sionary is planning the erection of a
hospital on a small scale at Tohatchi.
Hospitals are at present one of the
greatest needs of the Navajo Indians.
Something that may surprise some
is that very recently a collection for
the China famine sufferers was tak-
en up in the Tohatchi Navajo church
amounting to $14.44. The Christian
Indian will learn to show his grati-
tude for his Christian training as well
as other Christians, if by the grace of
God his life becomes a changed one.
Warning to Railroad Men.
E. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St, Bath Me.,
sends out this warning to railroaders:
"A conductor on the railroad my
work caused a chronic inflamation of
the kidneys, and I was miserable and
ali played out. A friend advised
Foley Kidney Pills and from the dayI commenced taking them, I began
to regain my strength. The inflama-matio- n
Cleared and I am far better
than I have been for twenty years.
The weakness and dizzy spells are
a tmng or the past and I highly
recommend Foley Kidney Pills." For
sale by all 'druggists.
.LETTER USf.
List of letters remaining uncalled
for in the postofflce at Santa Fe, N
M., for week ending May 6, 1913.
If not called for within two weeks
they will be sent to the dead letter
office at Washington.
Barrio, Candelario
Burton, Dorothy
Bain, Mrs. W. G.
Bashore, Ed.
Chaves, Francisco y G.
Cozard, Ed.
Farmer, N. M
Elman, Frank
Ciron, Pellgrlna
' Jaramillo, Manuel Z.
Heffender, Mrs. Edith
t Lucent, Sesarla
Love, Frank
Martines,s Felicitas -
Morton, Z. E.
' Martin, Mrs. L. M. '
Neffufi, Nash
Qulnsey, Salem
, Padilla, Emillo
Padia, Pita
'Romero, Miss M.
Reyes, Fernando ' '
Silva, Crus ,
Saaverdro, Enrique ' '
Torres, Lull
',. 'Vincent, Chas. E. t . . -
'White, C. W. ' .
In calling for these letters please
stmt whether "advertised" or net."'
E. C. Burke, Postmaster. - dealers. from No. 33 east; 34 south andHIES
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advantage of the city'3 offer. The city SANTA FE IS ENTHUSIASTIC- -and Cattle company passed 1G93 head; Sympathizers with the rebellion
j maintained a calm exterior.(WW ROUND UP.Andrews "Cash" no.I No. 4 may be compelled to box the' trs inquestion and charge the cost agiinstthe property, but this should not benecessary.
Tourists Rates to Santa Fe The
Santa Fe has announced touristVound
trip rates to Santa Fe which will en-
able tourists to visit this ancient city
at a cost of a single fare for the
luuuu mil from ueuver, vu;urauu
Springs and Pueblo, selling dates be- -'
GROCERY and BAKERY
Fresh Vegetables mg June 20 and 27, on July 4, 11, 18alread-- ' raised and to be raised for nada. The insurrectos here are watch-an- d
25 ; on August 1, S, 15. 22, 29 ; and the Ft urth of July ceteoraiiDn to the j ing tne movements of the federals
on September 5 and 12, the tickets to idea of developing the summer with field elasses. but have made noof all kinds, u are headquarters
have a large supply of everything
be good for thirty days.
Additional Parks The city admin- i
istration has made arrangements to
place two hydrants, and to fence the j
park on Hillside avenue. The i
Woman's Board of Trade has agreed j
to look after the park in the future.
The park on Grant avenue in front jf I
OUR BAKERY DEPARTMENT
Everything first class 6 loaves of bread for 25 cents
Phone No. 4. F. Andrews Phone No.4.
(Continued From Page One.)
yesterday's fight a rebel bullet struck
him in the temple, killing him.
Federals Bound for Ensenada.
Mexicali, Mex., May 11. Fifty fed-era- l
of Colonel Mayot's command who
have been guarding construction work
the Colorado river, are moving
westward presumably toward Ftksp--
move to intercept them.
Uneasiness at Matamoras.
Houston, Texas, May 11. Private
dispatches from Matamoras, opposite
Brownsville, Texas, say that the fall
of Juarez has occasioned much uneasi
ness tnerei where rebel sympathizers
were already numerous. Insurgent
bands are reported in the surrounding
country. Many women and children
are being removed to places of safety
on the American side.
Deep Gloom at Capital.
Mexico City, Mex., May 11 Deep
gloom pervades the federal offices to-
day in strong contrast with the spir-
it of hopefulness maintained through-
out the last ten days. Mr. de la Bar-ra- ,
who fathered the peace negotia-
tions fof the government and who ap
parently has been most sanguine
that they would result favorably, ap
peared dejected and seemed to have
lost, hope of immediate peace. At the
National Palace the officials convers-
ed in subdued tones. None had a
word to say publicly regarding the
situation. In the streets the news of
the rebel victory at Juarez was read
and discussed undemonstratively.
I
.'
the Catrou prop'erty will also receive every proposition for the growth and
attention as will Sloan park on the ; advancement of Santa Fe and i!3
so that Santa Fe wil nave j leasts and that a ce.v spiri prevails
two more public breathing places in; in tee community t!;at will overcome
addition to the Plaza. many obstacles that seemed insuper- -
See who serves the warrant on Red : ab!e in the past.
Rube at the Elks tonight. The following subscribed to ttie
Mrs. Betting Dead Mrs. Beatrice! Rjto ,je os Frijoles road fund: ,
Bettinger died of blood poisoning this; x. salmon $10; L. A. Hughes $10;
morning at St. Vincent's Sanitarium, j Santa Fe Water and Light Co. $10;
She came here from Espanola ands. G. Curtwright $10; Paul A. F. Wal-ha- d
been ill six weeks. Mrs. ter $:; H. P. Bardshar $5; J. G. Schu-Betting-
leaves a husband and mann $5; j, h. Gerdes $5; J. A. Rolls,
a six weeks old boy besides a father! $5. wood-Davi- s $0; F. F. Gormley $5;
and mother, sister and brother. She'c. G. Richie $5; Fred Muller $5; John
was only 16 years of age and was ajrjendahl $5; R. L. Baca $2.50; W. N.
native of Kansas. Undertakers Mulli-- : Townsend $2.50. '
gan and Rising are in charge of the! .
funeral arrangements. POLICEMAN MAKES MONKEY
Not a Killing Frost Athough the j OF MILLIONAIRE'S SON.
mercury dropped to HO degrees last
night orcliardists are smiling, for they (Continued From Page One.)
I
The Giving of Gifts
A HAPPY CUSTOM MORE UNIVER-
SALLY OBSERVED EACH YEAR
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Santa Fe, X. M., May 11. X
X The weather for New Mexico
X is fair tonight with light frost 5t
in north portion. Friday fair
and warmer. S
XXXXSSXSXXXX'XXXX
Change of Time on New Mexico Cen
tral On Sunday May New Mex- -
ico Central will change the time of
their trains. The train from the
'south will arrive at Santa Fe at 3:18
p. m., and the south bound train in-- j
stead of leaving at 7:20 a. m., as at
present, will leave at 5:45 p. m.
j Jap-a-La- c in Stock at GOEBELS.
Owens Pleads Guilty Solomon M.
, Owens pleaded guilty at Roswell to is- -'
suing worthless checks.
Call the Capital City Dairy, phone
Black 188, when in need of milk and
j cream. Surplus always on hand.
Jail Break at Roswell Frank Bos-- !
roe and Frank Marsden, aged 19 years
charged with forgery; and Francisco
i Ranos, who pleaded guilty to shooting
his employer, broke out of jail at Ros-well- .
Ramon returned voluntarily.
; MOTHERS' DAY.
i Don't forget Sunday, May 14th, .is
the day when you should wear "White
Carnations for Mother's Memory".
"Bright Carnations for Mothers Liv-jing- ."
You can.get them at the Clar-- j
endon Gardens, phone 12.
j Dries Sweep Dexter At the special
election held at Dexter. Chaves coun-- !
ty, on last Saturday, Henry E. Embrey,
prohibitionist, was elected by 49 votes
against 2S votes cast for W. .T. Chance,
i wet. This assures the banishment of
jthe only saloon from Dexter.
j Commencement Invitations The
j New Mexican acknowledges invita-- i
tions and programs to the commence- -
ments of the University of New Mex--j
ico, at Albuquerque, May 28 to June,!;
j New Mexico College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts, May 14 to 18; New
Mexico Normal school at Silver City.
Costumes for De Vargas Pageant
J James L. Seligman has succeeded "in
locating data which throw much light
on the costumes worn at the time of
the reconquest of Santa Fe in 1692
and which will be utilized in prepar
ing the De Vargas pageant. '
Saturday, May 13 will be the LAST
day of our Special Sale and every ar
ticle in our store will be cut down
Five Red Cross Nurses.
Washington, D. C, May 11. In re
sponse to an appeal from Colonel
Stever, the Red Cross today ordered
five nurses to Juarez for duty in the
temporary hospital established there.
PRETTY WEDDING AT
CERRILL06 SOLEMNIZED.
Cerrillos, N. M., May 11. A very
pretty wedding was solemnized here
yesterday, when Monclovia Lujan and
Jose M. Diman were united in mar-
riage at the chapel of St. Joseph by
Rev. Antonio Besset. The bride is
the eldest daughter of Narciso Lujan
and wife and was beautifully gowned
in white satin and carried white roses.
The groom is a popular and highly re
spected young man who has been em-
ployed for a number of years as a sec-
tion foreman on the Santa Fe railway.
A wedding breakfast was served at
the home of the bride's parents and a
reception to one hundred guests was
given during the afternoon and even-
ing. The best wishes of the community
go out to the young couple. For
the present their home is In Cerrillos
but in June they will take up their
residence at Bernalillo.
Postmaster Commissioned,
Washington, May 11. Louis H.
Miller of Pendleton, N. M., has been
commissioned a postmaster at Ppndle-to-n
San Juan county.
FOR SALE Two fine, substantial
buggies, one 1 seat and other 2 seats.
Arjply Akers-Wagn- Undertaking Es-
tablishment. San Francisco Street.
many valuable suggestions along
S8
Supply Co
and Retail
i
of Mexican cattle throui Colum-
bus. The cattle came from the Casas
Grandes district.
POLITICAL JOBS
PRICE OF PEACE.
Continued from Page One.
vening, ui nuiuu imj pi jui.sji.iuii hiu i
be considered of devoting the money
school and placing a Chauiauqua on a
permanent basis. The subsc ription
for the Fourth of July celebration was
increased to $395 last evening and a
full list of contributors will be pub
Hsliei! later.
The meeting las': eveaii:?, prowl
that Santa Fe peoplo are together on !
111 -
10 OWH a lew ranuuus mat juu mc
, ,
ucllc' ' -l"c.
can have it either way you want. Ill
trva, vnii A Inn nr ,. 11 ma.ke it Rvan.
'but that mister thing doesn t go with
It looked as though the millionaire's
son and Schroeder were about to go
to the carpet when Alexander Ack--
erman, inspector of motor vehicles in
Hudson county, came between them,
Then all hands repaired to the court
room next door. '
NEW MEXICAN WANT
AD BROUGHT RESULTS.
A lady lost her gold watcn pin ana
belt. She advertised in the New Mex-
ican, and the watch was returned to
her by an employe of the Montezuma
hotel. This is merely one of the
many instances where a little wan;
iid brought results. Thero is a moral
I BIDS FOR THE NEW MEXICO PEN
ITENTIARY SUPPLIES.
co penitentiary for six months ending
November 30th, 1911 will be opened
and awarded by the board of com
missioners on Friday," June 9th, 1911
All samples must be delivered at the
office of the superintendent not later
than 9 a. m., June 9th.
Specifications and proposal blanks
will be furnished on application to the
superintendent, at Santa Fe, N. M.
CLEOFES ROMERO,
Superintendent.
1: . " ' PARTICULARLY SUITED
for fresh vegetables and always J
the home and otner markets attoro.
FOR THE OCCASION
Manufacturing
Jeweler.
.
! i
I We have EXQUISITE DESIGNS In Filigree Crosses-G- old and
A" Silver Plain and set with turquoise for chains, brooches,
); etc. A NEW LINE OF THE LATEST IN JABOT PINS.
j( Our Store is Filled with Suggestions.i WORTHY YOUR BEST FRIENDS
Bag wif&ecomtitigS. SPITZ,ill .
...........
This is the season that most women begin to think of
touchingup "and redecorating the house. A change here
or there does much toward making things look like new.
At this pleasant store you will find just the things you want and
always at prices you can afford to pay. We have paints, varnishes,
ARE YOUR HOSE INSURED?
If not try 6 pairs Holeproof for
MEN and WOMEN
guaranteed for six months
to such tremendously low prices thatjFrenpn and sPn'
.oils, stains, and can offer you
tnis line. ,; r--
Please feel perfectly free to come in and look around'
whether you purchase anything or not.
Alabastine, the beautiful wall coating for interior deco
rating is sold and recommended by us. JiCome in and look over the new Alabastine wall and VSzZy
even manufacturers can not make to
jobbers. But only on this special day!
will these prices hold sway. Remem-
ber May 13. Adolph Seligman Dry
Goods Co.
Warranty Deed A warranty deed
was recorded in the office of George
W. Armijo'the probate clerk by A.
Reingardt to Rupert F. Asplund for
one lot in precinct No. 8 and from
Teodoro Martinez to the Santa Fe
Water and Light Company for the old
John Hesch mill property, the con-
sideration being $1.
Box the Trees Complaint is mnde
that trees given by the city to pro-
perty owners have not been boxed hp
had been agreed by those who took
1 1 1 1 h i
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was visible under lawn sprays. The
.
weather man adds: "It is believed
that no material injury resulted to j
. . . . . . ,. , , , ..
'
me nun, unjug lu me luvv iciamc
humidity, and the low temperature j
lasted less than an hour and was just
before sunrise. ' Tender plants and
early vegetables may have suffered
a slight damage, however," The av-- !
erage relative humidity yesterday
was 24 per cent and the thermometer j
ranged from 39 to 61 degrees. i
French ' Professor for Summer '
School Professor Rene de Serviere j
of thp ITniversitv t.i P.ii'i hns;
secured by the Unn?rsi'v of of New j
Mexico for the sunnier hchool tes- - !
sion at Albuquerq'-t- . tie will teach
!i.
Drill Crashed Down Mountain A
ten ton drill which was being hauled
to the Copper Gulf cam;-- in Grant
county, crashed for 30u feet down
the mountain side cutting down trees
nnrl Qlirnhhpi'V in itc natl, It rnb-
14 horses With a block and tackle
to lift the drill into the road again.
Rescued from the destert, a great
western picture taken in thi3 coun-
try. See it at the Elks tonight.
Cattle Shipments A shipment of
1631 head of cattle was imported
Wednesday through the Columbus,
'Luna county, port. The cattle were
imported by C. K. Ward and will be
shipped to' Michigan. Dr. J. Reid in--
spected the cattle. The Palomas Land
HQ
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